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Abstract 

The 1970s saw an explosion of new social movernent activism. From the 

break up of the New Left into single issue groups at the end of the 1960s came a 

multitude of groups representing the peaœ movernent, environmental movement, 

student movement, wornen's movernent, and gay liberation movement. This 

explosion of new social rnovement activism has been heralded as the age of new 

radical politics. Many theorists and activists saw, and still see, new social 

rnovements, and the single issues, dr identities they represent, as replacing the 

working class as an agent for progressive social change. This thesis examines 

these claims through a case study of the quintessential new social movement, 

Greenpeace. 

This thesis explores the history of Greenpeace Canada from 1971 to 2000 

and its relationship to the wrking class. In order to understand the idedogy 

behind Greenpeace, I investigate its structure, personnel, and actions. The case 

study illustrates important contradictions between new social movement theory 

and practice and how those contradictions aflect the working class. In particular, 

Greenpeace's actions against the seal hunt, against forestry in British Columbia, 

and against its own workers in Toronto, demonstrate its anti-working class 

attitudes despite new social movemnt da im to represent their intetests in a 

classless manner. 
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Introduction 

On 30 November 1999, in Seattle, Washington, an explosion of outrage 

against globalization and the apitalist forces pushing it materialized in protest 

against the World Trade Organization and its millennial round of talks.' For the 

first time in decades, an Arnerican city was brought to a standstill by the 

mobilization of left-wing forces. While rernarkable in its own right, the Wattle in 

Seattle" was signifiant for the enorrnous presence of the organized working 

class. The working class mobilized in force, with over 50,000 trade unionists 

coming to the city to protest the WTO. Alongside these unionists were new 

social rnovement activists from the student, environmental, and feminist 

movemerits, arnong others. A popular theme written on one of the thousands of 

placards was "Teamstem and Turtles together at last," signifying the coming 

together of workers and environrnentalists, at the least geographically, if not 

entirely ideologically.* This was encouraging and a bright spot in the struggle for 

sacial justice to mark the end of the mntieth century. 

The "Battle in Seattle" illustrates that the divide between working class 

and identity politics is not unbridgeable. However, if one believed al1 the 

euphoric daims in the days after Seattle, it would seem the collapse of capitalism 

had occurred on the city streets. While I am loathe to dispel this idea it does 

' For a thorough accourt of Seettle from a variety of pempxW~, see Wntitly Rwfew, a 3  (2000). 

Pbmud as ~ ~ 8 « 1  by auaior, 30 Nomber 1999 Seattk Washington. A k  docvnented in John 
Chadton, 'Taking Seettle,' Interne- Socialhm, €6, (2000), 10. 



need to be put into context. The whole force of the labour march did not 

converge with the other activists who had shut down the W O  earlier in the day. 

Alexander Cockbum, a writer for The Nation, notes that the legions of labour did 

not show up for the confrontation in front of the WTO meetings. He wnders 

what wuld have happened if they had and fantasizes that it woutd have been, 

a humiliation for imperial power of historic proportions, like the 
famous scene the Wobblies organized to greet Woodrow Wilson 
after the Seattle general sûike had been broken in 1919 - workers 
and their families lining the streets block after block, standing in 
furious silence as his motorcade passed b ~ . ~  

Yet Cockbum's analogy misses a very important point. The Wobblies were 

lining up in the streets after an historic defeat. The rnarchers in Seattle of 1999 

won an historic victory. They shut down a meeting of the world's representatives 

of capital and the state and they did it in the belly of the beast, the last remaining 

super power in the world, the United States of America. It is perhaps more 

correct to see this as a beginning, not an end. 

Taking the idea of not just understanding history but changing it, I set out 

with hundreds of others from Vancouver to join the struggle against the WTO. I 

went as a mernber of my union, the Teaching Support Staff Union based at 

Simon Fraser University, along for the ride with a busload of teaehers from the 

British Columbia Teachers Federation. I attended the labour rally held a number 

of blocûs from the site of the WTO and where the police were at a standoff with 



the protesten. Much like Cockburn stated, the more than 50,000 at the labour 

march did not stonn the barricades of the police lines. However, the streets 

between the labour rally and the site of the action were devoid of cars, deserted 

except for protesters going back and forth. The city was shut down at its core 

and the left controlled the streets. This was no small feat. As wdl, Mi le the 

labour rally was in progress, I managed to make the walk betwieen the two sites 

in a matter of minutes, as did thousands of othen who left the labour rally to join 

the protest. The Battle in Seattle was shored up by thousands of tearnsters, 

nurses, sheet metal workers, teachen, longshore workers, and at least a handful 

of TAS. This is important in that it really was a convergence of new social 

rnovements and what s o m  have deemed an old social movement, the working 

class. 

Having a perspective on Seattle is important. Capitalism was not 

overthrown that day. While the majority of the labour march did not converge on 

the WTO site thousands did and it was the size and scope of the labour 

presence that brought so much attention to the protest. One lesson from Seattle 

was that it dernonstrated that working class issues cm transcend 'narrow 

economic interests." While it also shows the limits of a class movement not 

wntrolled by a militant, class-conscious rank and file, it shows how crucial it is to 

unite class and environmental and other new social rnovement politics, hile 

suggesting how diificult it will be. In addition to these lessons that can be 

extracted from the events in Seattle, the day also brings up some serious 



questions. Why were teamsters and turtles apart in the first place? When did 

the gulf between new social movements and the working class begin? What 

were the causes of this split? One day on the west coast of North America does 

not shed enough light on the issues of class, identity, and the struggle for social 

justice. It is necessary to look at the history mat created such an event in the 

first place. 

The purpose of this thesis is simple: tu explore the history of Greenpeace 

Canada from 1971 to 2000 and its relationship to the working class. I chose 

Greenpeace because it has becorne a brand name of environmentalism and was 

started at the beginning of the era of new social movements. I outline the history 

of Greenpeace and its place as a new social mouement in chapter one. In order 

to understand the ideas and themes discussed in the thesis, chapter one also 

looks at the history and theory of new social movements. Chapter two explores 

Greenpeace by examining its structure, personnel, and class in order to better 

understand the ideology behind the actions of Greenpeace. Chapter tvm also 

looks at one of its most farnous actions, its opposition to the seal hunt, to see the 

effects of its ideology on its actions. Chapter three looks at Greenpeace's 

actions against forestry in British Columbia and its own wrkers in Toronto to see 

how it has dealt with labour issues. The purpose of the case study is to 

historicize the sociological theories, which often rnake assertions about the 



nature of social movements without any historical reference or case studies4 In 

chapter four, I look at two of the main da im on which Greenpeace, and new 

social movement theorists as a whole, base their politics: first, that working class 

movements are obsolete; and second, that the only agents of progressive social 

change are new social mements acting in the interests of al1 humanity. 

Greenpeace and new social rnovements generally claim their interests are 

universal and beyond the coneerns of class, yet this is contradicted by their 

actions. By using Greenpeace as a case study, I explore the contradiction 

betwieen new social movement theory and action that occurs when dealing with 

issues of class. The questions raised by the Battle of Seattle should not be 

answered abstractly. If there is to be a successful movement against 

globalization and against the forces of capitalism moving that agenda, then one 

has to look at the history that has stopped that rnovernent from being successful 

in the past. In that way this thesis contributes not only to a better understanding 

of the history of Greenpeace, but also of how new social mvernents have 

historically dealt with class and how it can be done difkrentiy in the Mure. 

' William K. Canoll notas aiat ïhue hes baen a de8rth of avaüabk texi8 that probe the meaning of 
fncwernm in a dinctly Canadii conte&' Wneni K. Carrdi, ' Introduction,' Oqanning Dissent 
Contemporary Socid M o m n f s  h nieory end P m c b  (\rioria: Garamond Press, 1992), 3. L a M  
Adkin a b  marks on thia W of actuel cairs Wi, &alhg 'A nader of 'oRhodox Man&' versus 
'past M a W  interpretaaorw of trade unhm to radical socEel change, of the hiiorical meenhg of tha 
naw social moMments, canmt but be stnidt by the generel absence of analyses of achraHy exidhg 
social m m - .  New Saciel Movwnanls and un&m have ken much thcorized aboin, but l i i  
sMkd from 'gmund M." The Pbüücs d SdaïmMs De-t Ciüzem, Unions end the 
Corpon,aanS (Montreal: B W  Rosa Badcs, 1998), ml. Wh& l disagree with her ather cmdus#rm, on 
Vii point, we agrss. 



Greenpeace and New Social Movement Theory 

Thirly years have passed since Vancouver's Georgia StraiQht carrieâ the 

one word headline: "Greenpeace." The accompanying article outlineâ plans for 

the first voyage of what was then called the "Don't Make a Wave Cornmittee": 

Saturday the grciup forrnalized plans to send a ship they'll rename 
Grieenpeace into the Arnctiitka area More the next test. 
Greenpeace is an ambitious and maybe impossible project, but so 
is anything mat tries to promote a sane approach to the world we 
live in.' 

This was the beginning of Greenpeace, a prototypical new social movement. 

Started as the "Don't Make a Wave Cornmittee" in order to oppose American 

nuclear testing, it was incorporatecl as Greenpeace in 1972. The original 

Greenpeace document consisted of a slip of paper noting the change of name 

stapled to a photocopy of the standard structure for societies as directed by the 

BC governrnent regulations in the Society kt2 The first campaign consisted of 

a crew of twelve men who charterd the now famous boat PhyIIis Comack on 15 

Septernber 1971 to "bear witness" to the nuclear test on the island Arnchitka in 

The name G m  apparsnHy adginad whm a Don't Make a Wave Cornmiltee me- was 
ended by baying 'Peaœ.' Miel worker BR Dameil mpcmded 'Make it a Green Peaw.' Mark Watfd, 
ed. G m :  Twdpïiwe Y- on üm EmMw,mîai Fnmt tins (London: Andn ihhth, 
1998), 9; Micimai B m  and John May, Ths Gm8ngmce Sm (Scarbmugh O W :  Pmnîbtlaii 
Canada, lm), 9; RobwîHluitsr, WLiniiwsofiheRainbow: A C h r w r i c k d t h s G ~ ~ M w s m e n t  
(Nm York: Holt, R i i r t  and W*, 1979), 7; and Karl and Dqllg Surmanis, The Gmmpme 
Book (Vancwm Orca Sound Puôlicaoons, 1978). 



the North West Pacific. The blast at A m h i i  was not prevented, but 

Greenpeace declared the action a victory sinœ the American govemment never 

used the Arnchitka site again and because of the extensive media coverage 

Greenpeace re~eived.~ Greenpeaœ has gmmi exponentially since its 

beginnings in Vancouver and its first carnpaign opposing nuclear testing: it now 

has international offices, a wida breadth of involvement in the ecology 

movement, and international media eqoeure. 

The development of Greenpeace was not unique and was similar to other 

groups that fall under the rubric of new social movements. New social 

movements were the praducts of the break-up of the New Left at the end of the 

1960s. The New Left fiachimi into a multitude of single issue groups 

representing the peace movement, the environmental movement, the student 

movement, the women's movernent, and the gay liberation rn~vernent.~ The 

For comment an the media sawy of Greenpeace see Stephen Daie, McLuhan's ChiMren: the 
Gmnpsecs Messsgs and ais Msdfb (Toronto: Beîween the Lim, 1990). 

' I n m ~ y w ~ t h e M n i i i v h b u d r o n t h s ~ ~ m w h i ~ s r i c a m ~ a N t h e f m a t i o n s m t h e  
left. mains to k wrHten. One prsvaht theme in the îitemture on the New L M  is th mduction of the 
scopadaie N e w L e f t t o a ~ o f w h i t e m i d d b ~ ~  Inhichapteronîhe'ûegiiingsofthe 
New Left,' Milton î2&r noîes that ths pa- wem, 'moetly white, wekducated, suburban youth 
of similor backgmu&.' M h  Cantar, 7lm Ths Amwicm RedicelIsm 1SltXb1975 (New Yorlc: 
HM and Wang, 1978),183. James O'Brien siabsa at tim b e g i i  of hi &&y of the New Left that, 
'One sdf-impowâ iimitation of tk &&y which should be made dsar is that it h a dudy of white 
tWiemî8.' James O'Brien, The û e d q m n t  d a  New id in ths U n M  Sîafss, 19ôG1965, Ph.D. 
Thmis, Uniumiîy of W m ,  1971, 9. O m  Amadcm book of primaiy documents separates the 
docunantsonthe 19f3ûs nto a sectionon Bladr Lbdonand a secthon tha New LeR immanuel 
Walhntein and Paul Sîarr, eds.. Ths U n M m l y  Ciisis Readt~ V d m  1 end II (New York: Random 
Houue, 1971). The tm New Ldt rrppsgs to anly appty to white middie cbms aâiuisb. This ignores the 
important wntribiibjons to the Left by Bladrs m e d  in the SacithSm Nomikknt C a o r d i i  
Cornmittee (SNCC) and then aie B b k  Pa* Party; aie white workii  ctass participation in Labour 
sbuegka and gram roda a n t h p h W  g m q ~  (fw emnpb, the Gaorga Jackson Brigade); Med< 
dudenta organird udsr Biack Studerit ADancs unb- groups; and Nath Amerhm organited in 
a ieAmar icsn Indhn~(A iM) .  NonsofttKwsgroqmareuwalyrefenedtoar,NewLeft 



creation of these single issue groups were seen by same academics as an 

indication that "old" social action groups, especially the "old left," composeci of 

&ers and unions, w r e  incapable of addressing these issues. It was in this 

fractured socio-political context that the 19709 saw an explosion of new social 

movement theory and activism. Before Greenpeace can be thoroughly 

examined as a new social mavement, the question of what defines new social 

rnovements needs to be explored further. New social rnovernent theorists have 

put forward a variety of models to explain exactiy how new social rnovements 

work in theory and practicd 

The roots of new social movement theory can be traced to the attempt by 

New social mow3ment Uieory rn fint put fmmd by Fmich ~~~ioiogisî  Alaine Touraine. See A A h i  
Touraine, The Voice and Eye: An Aneiysk of S o W  Movemnts (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
P ,  1 1 )  Ernssto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe a n  aRen associated with Vie first works an new 
#iciel movernent a#ory, hawever, Touraine's f& foray into thii f d  can be traced to hi trodc ïhe May 
hkwrnent R d  and Reibfm: May 196% - The Sîudant RebdIb and M e t s '  Soikes - the Bi& d a  
Socid Abernent (New York: Random Home, 1971). Se8 atm John A. Hannigan, 'Alaine Touraine, 
Manuei CtwtsHs and Social kwmsnt A Cnticrd Appraiaal,' Ths Scc fo log~  Quader&, 26: 4 
(1W): 435454. 

The devebpmerit of social m m e n t  thaory has not bem uniform. One of the Mû aîtempts of 
Ameiican wdaiqkb to tmddad  sociel movwnent furmath is the coikdhre bahavior modal. This 
modd pU8 fornard two amnetory modeh to qlain ma88 m ~ ~ m e n t  participation. The fwst b the 
n o m i a i v b b & d o m i ~ w M c h e ~ b h m ~ f ~ c w a n i r r e ü o n e l ~ t o a w d d a n  
socbtal chaqp. C b d y  aamciated wiai thh thmy are Neü J. Smdssr and Chalmen Johnson See 
N d  J. Smiaer, The 7bwy d CuiMiw Behvior (New Yorlc: Free P w ,  1963); and Chahnem 
Johnwn, Revoi- Chmp (Roston: L i  Brown, 1966). The oüiar maki  argm thnt it ia the 
group maponae to daüw dcprhraüon that is the Inpetus for mowmnt forniaion. Tad Gurr, M y  Msn 
R e W  ( P m ,  N.J.: P W o n  Unkmity Pmm, 1970). Resourœ Moôiiizaîbn Thaory is a m m  
cumnt üIbOF/; ii ia SOmainw usad inrdsed oi, and sometimes m -wicoori with, new social 
rnowment thaoiy. For arücks comparing NSM and RMT sw Bany D. Adam, 'Post-ManQMi and the 
Naw Sociel Mowmmb,' Ths CenedEen Review d Socidogy and AnütrPpdogy, 30, (1993), 36-36 
and Hannigan, 'AlaWis Touraine.' Resourœ Mabiiizatkn Thsoiy emines h w  pmpk with shared 
-pool*--m,sk%,lrrbour-toachiaveamgoal. Uniikeaiacdkdivh 
behaviourrnodd, inthibthaory the parü@mUare rritionalcidora T h e t h e o r i s t m o s t ~ w à h  
Resource MobairabOn ftiaory is Charles T i .  CCherks TiRy, F m  ~ 1 k a b b n  ta RevdubWi ( R u d i :  
Addi#irrWady, 1978); and As Socfdogy Akb HMwy, (New York: Acaâamic Pnss, 1981 ). 



Marxists to explain different social formations within capitalism in the post-war 

era and the supposed %iluren of th working class in the pre- and post-war 

periods. Particularly infîuenced by Herbert Marcuse and Louis Althusser, 

sociologists began to work on theones that embraced ihe idea of a "new working 

classn as a revolutionary agent? Pressed to explain the revolutionary activity of 

French students, professionals, and petit bourgeoisie in May of 1968, these 

Maorists began to explore how to account for these activists, and explain their 

alleged failure of the working class. Althusser shifteâ the attention of Marxists 

from the "economic base,' or the forces of praduction in society, ta the 

"superstructure," which is everything else, induding politics, religion, and culture. 

He focused on culture, part of the superstructure, in order to explain the 

development of this new way of sûuggle and new revolutionary agent. However, 

Althusser did not completely abandon class, and believed that class was the 

determinant in the last in~tance.~ What the last instance was, or how it was 

determined, was never fully explained. 

The theorist who expandecl these ideas into the theory of the "new 

working class" was French sociologist Alaine Touraine. In The May Movement 

Revlllt and Refm:  May 7968 - the Student RebelIhn and Workefs' Shikes - 
the Birth of a Sochl Movement, Touraine theorizeâ that a new working class 

' Canadin saciobgist W i h  K. C d  notes aig in Canada ttis gifk#na of Hadd lnnb and hi8 
staples thsoiy and the edaptaaon of Mani& hofies of uri6imi dmebptnent into a hiierîandiurb8n 
a n b h m o d d M a d C a n a d i ~ . ~ o l g e n a i i i q D ~  3-39. 

Louis AMiwm, Lsnin and P- and CWw Essays, ((London: New Ledt Books, 1971). 



developed out of the current era of capitalism as illustrated by the May 

Movement. Touraine differed from orthodox Marxism, arguing that modern 

industrial capitalism had created a new working class. In his opinion this new 

working class was made up of professionals, not industrial workers. As 

Touraine puts it, "The main actor in the May movement was not the working class 

but the totality of those whom we may cal1 the profession al^."^ Since '68 

Touraine has become someaiing of a specialist on social movements and has 

founded the Centre d'analyse et d'htemntion socio/ogques in Pans (CADIS). 

Touraine has applied his theory of a new working class to the anti-nuclear 

movement in France and the Solidarity movement in Poland.lo 

A major theme in Touraine's analysis is that class relations have changed 

within modern advanced industrial capitalist ssoiety. Within advanoed capitalism, 

Touraine argues, a new relationship bêtween capital and labour is forged where 

professionals replace traditional workers. This new relationship occurs as 

professionals becorne responsible for tending the technologically sophisticated 

rnachinery necessary for advanced capitalist industry. According to Touraine, in 

May '68, these technicians, civil servants, engineers, researchers, scientists, 

Touraine, 7he Mey MovMent. The dabete of whare to prR the 'profess#nals,' or m e  sediaris of 
whiie coRer workem b nat M. Kari Kathky used the tenn 'naw middîe cless' to dascrbe thii group in 
1- and the debate enwad frcm Unm. On KauCsky and earüer debates around the new middle das8 
see Bob Cartew, Ceprtak-jm, Ci= CwW, end the New M M  C i w  (Loiidon: Routîedge & Kegan 
Paul, 1985) paiticularly the ae&m .The Garmari Dabde," 16-31. 

'O Alaine Towaine, Anü-nucbf RD&& The Opposition lo Nucfeer Energy in Fmnce (CarnbrKIge: 
Cambridge UnNwsity Pmm, 1983). 



and students training to be in those prafessions, fomied not only a new social 

mavernent but also a new class. 

While Touraine's argument appears to explain the events of May '68, 

there are inconsistencies in the fa& he presents and some flaws in his 

conclusions. For instance, Touraine States that, The profound unity of the 

mavernent was due to the fact that it was no longer fighting a ruling group 

defending private interests but generalized power over social and cultural life."ll 

Touraine's claims of a profound unity are contrary to rnany other works on May 

'68.12 Touraine's theory of a new wMking class is also questionable. What he 

is really talking about is the fluidity of an old class, the professional managerial 

class, exaggerated to exptain a Mole new social formation reliant more on 

subtle differenœs iri how capitalism is managed and how the workers relate to 

the tools of production. This new class argument is premised on the notion that 

those responsible for tending to the technologically sophisticated capitalist 

machinery, are different because ttrey tend different machinery. However, 

although new technology can throw some workers out of work, or create a new 

craft or trade it does not make a MW class. tn the printing industry, for example, 

" For n u n m  books, fmm a wrkty of idwkqieal p m p e d k ,  that conîradid Touraine's chim of 
proiound unity see: Daniai C4hn-BendP, 0- Cammuwm: The M-Mng AMsmetive, trans. 
Amdd Pomemm, ( New York: Wraw-Hi Book Company, 1988); Roger Salkch, In Pumit of 
k h g y :  7 7 ~  F& Sludwrt Rebdt kbsv/Juns WûtI (Unitad States hkmdndb 1-e of 
Teehnokgy, Center for I V  Studios, 1969); Jean J a q m  SarsiiarçSchraibsr, ïb SpiSpint of M y  
trans. Rond Steei, (New York: McGraw+lYI ûmk Company, 1988); and Raymond A m ,  Ths Elusive 
RevuiUanr: AnelPmy of a SWent hdt bans. Gordon Cbugh, ( N w  York: Prwgar Publidisrs, 1969). 



the change from hand-set type to Linotypes to computers has changed the 

medium of typography, not aie dass position of workers in the trade. 

Nor does Touraine's analysis explain how his "new working classn 

automatically displaces the 'old" working ctass or why it should be substituted for 

already existing class distinctions. When Touraine talks about professionals or 

managers he does not show why they are not part of the professional managerial 

ciass. When he talks about cornputer technicians, or mechanits who service the 

new technology, he does not explain why aiey are not part of the working class. 

In many ways, Touraine shows instead that that it is possible for the rnernbers of 

the middle class to achieve class consciousness and band together wiai the 

working class.13 

One question the new social movements arguments fail to address is what 

happeneci to the 'old working class?" It is still at work, still alienated, and still 

without ownership of the rneans of production. Even in May '68 one of the main 

sites of st~ggle was the auto factories. In Italy, the huge upsurge in workers' 

activity was referred to as the "Hot Autumnn of 1969 and continued through to 

1974 with workers organizing outside of the mainstream unions and the 

Communist Party. Groups such as Lofta Continua (LC or Continuous Stniggle) 

advocated Council Communism, "beiieving that workers can make their own 



decisions regarding how society shouid be nin without any assistance from 

vanguard parties."14 At its peak LC had over 50,000 activists and branches in 

every one of Italy's ninety-four provinces. In Rome alone they had iwenty-one 

neighbourhaad oftices.Vncluding other autonomous wrkers groups such as 

Patere Operaio (Workers' Power), II Manhsto, and Autonornia Operaia 

(Workers' Autonorny), the Italian working class movements in the 1970s had 

millions of members and sympaaiizers. One example of the size and militancy of 

the working class at the time was on 9 February 1973 when approximately 

500,000 workers marched in Rome. This was the largest gathering of workers 

since World War II. Their slogans included " P m r  to the Workers!" and 

"Factory, School, Community - Our Struggle Is for Power!"l6 

In the United States, the Dodge Revolutionary Union Movement started 

organizing resistance to the conditions in Detroit auto plants. A wildcat strike 

against Chrysler at the Oetroit Dodge Main Plant inspired many other 

revolutionary movement groups across Detroit. This eventually led to the 

formation of the League of Revolutionary Btadr Woricers and then the Black 

Workers Congress.17 In Canada, there was a huge upswing in workers' 

'' George KaîWkas, Zb Subwmh of Pdiiics: E~urcpsan AtWmmus Socid Movements and ihe 
ûec&mRaaOn d Everyday Lilb (New Jersey: Hmwtics Pms, 1997), 24. 

" Dan Gewgdms and Mamin Sukin, LW& I Do Md Dym: A Shrdy in Urban Revdubion 
(CambrYlge, MamahmW Swîh End Pm8 1998). 



mobilization: onequarter of job actions after 1900 took place between 1971 and 

1975. h 1976, one and a half million workers went on strike accounting for 11 -6 

million penondays lost. Significantly, three out of ten strikes in the 1970s wre 

wildcats. ltaly was said to be the only Western country in the worid to match 

Canadian workers' militan~y.'~ Within the conte* of these protests, it is difficult 

to understand how new social movernent theorists could insist that the working 

dass was no longer relevant to social change. Perhaps the real problem was 

one of identification. The working class has never been homogenous, and in 

order to gain a clear understanding of the working class it is necessary to go 

beyond the incomplete and incorrect definition that it is only male, industrial, blue 

collar workers. Hovuever, instead of formulating a more accurate definition of the 

working class, most new social movement theorists have given up using class as 

a relevant subject of analysis. 

Alberto Melucci, one of the first new social mvernent theorisb, explicitly 

rejects class as a tool of analysis. '1 have gradually abandoned the concept of 

class relationships," he States. "In systems like contemporary ones, where 

classes as real social groups are withering awy, more appropriate concepts are 

required."19 Melucci deserts historical materialism for "slices of experience, past 

l9 A b R o  Meiucci, 'A Strange K i  d Nemess W s  'New' in Nanr Social hkmn-7 New SocM 
hvemmb: F m  lckdogy to MeMy, Ennpue Laranrr, Hank Johnston, and Joseph R. Gu6field, eds.. 
(Philedelphim: Temple Univwaity Pmss, 1994), 103. 



history, and memory."" Laurie Adkin, a Canadian sociologist, follaws Melucci's 

abandonment of class as a key social relation and claims mat the key to 

understanding new social rnovements is grasping that "class identii and culture 

of a previous era no longer enwmpass the expenences of enough persons to 

consthte aie a r e  identity of a mass rnovernent for profound social change."" 

The idea that the working class is dead is premised on false assumptions 

and an ahistorical view of the composition of the working class. In her book, A 

Question of Class, British socialist Lindsey Gennan details this stereotype as a 

'classic view of the working class - almost exclusively male, working in heavy 

industfy? She also notes that "total employment in manufacturing industry 

never, at any time, amounted to one half of the employed population, although it 

was, until recently the largest single ~ector."~ Another important point German 

makes is that service sector jobs are not new or only in fast food restaurants or 

retail sales. Historically, "transport workers, postal workers, dockers and 

telecorn engineers al1 fall into the services category. They have always made up 

a substantial proportion of the workforce even in the heyday of man~facturing."~ 

Indeed, when Karl Marx wrote Capital, the largest single occupational group ~ w s  

n, Meiucci, ' A Strange Kind,' 11 5. 

21 Adkin, susteiw DevelopM 10. 

" Msey Gman, A Question of Cless (London: Bookrnarks, 1996), 24. 
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mat of domestic workers, largely female and certainly in the service sector. 

This is also the case in Canada. The advent of a fernale, low waged, 

office derk occurred over a period of thirty years, from the tum of the century to 

the 19308. Up until the end of the 1910s offices w r e  run by generalist mate 

bookkeepers but by the 1920s they had been replaceci by fernale fundionanes 

with adding machines who had less status, less wages, and rnonotonously 

repetitive jobs."* The introduction of a deskilled female work force "was part of a 

massive restructuring of the means of admini~tration."~ White nominally "white 

collai' it is only by contrasting these workers against the "classicn mate industrial 

worker that these workers cauld somehow be seen as middle class. A more 

accurate identification is "pink collar workers," denoting a largely kmale job 

sector that is part of the working class. Bryan Palmer recognizes that, "by 1971 

the clarical subsection of white-collar wrkers was the largest occupational 

grouping in the country, with over 1.3 million working mernber~."~ This was not 

the disappearance of the wrking class; rather, it was a massive influx in the 

ranks of the working ciass. These workers were very far removed from the 

professional managerial class. A union offcial coined the terni "quiet factories" 

'I Grehem S. Lowe, 'Mechanizatbn, Fminization and Managerial Conbd in îhe Earty TmnaafF 
Centuiy Canadien Onice," On The Job: C o M W n g  îtm labour pmwss in Canede Craig H m  and 
Roba Stony eds. ( K i  and Monbeal: McGMueen's UnimsQ P m ,  1986), 144. 



to describe their workplaces, making the link between the industrial and the non- 

industrial working class." Far from the working class becoming obsolete, 

replaced by a 'new working dass," aie teality was and is that some traditionally 

rniddle class and professional groups wem becoming proletarianized. 

Why do new social movements ignore class despite its obvious 

existence? How can new social movement theorists and activists ignore the 

working class rnobilizations of the past and present to argue the so-called death 

of the working class in the 197ûs to present? Their argument is directly tied to 

the idea that the working class can not address issues of identity. The 

importance of addressing identity has becorne the most pervasive argument put 

forward by new social mouement theorists to explain why single issue 

movements or new social mvements are more effective tools for organizing in a 

"post modem" society. Laurie Adkin, for example, cites Chantal Mouffe who 

writes, "In order that the defense of the interests of workers' interests is not 

pursued at the cost of the rights of women, immigrants, or consumers, it is 

necessary to establish an equivalenœ betwieen these different struggles? This 

is a very narrow conception of the temw worker and worken' interest. Again, the 

stereotypical male, white, industrial worker is invoked as a representative of the 

working class as a whole. Mouffe, and in tum Adkin, are creating a dichotomy 

Painsr, iMt&ingC/oss, 324. 

Chantal W e ,  cited in Adkin, Swtsri lm Dsvdapmsnt, 10. 



where one does not naturally exist. Of course not al1 women are workers but the 

way Mouffe frames the issue, none of them are. She also presupposes mat 

women, immigrants, and consumers of ali classes have something inherently 

more important in cornmon than do worlring clam men and women and places 

identity above the interests of the working cl as^.^^ The new social movement 

theorists use the notion of diversity M i n  the working class to claim that it 

means fragmentation, yet this is not inevitable nor is it readily apparent. 

This theary's disassociation h m  class in favour of identity has been put 

forward as post-Marxism, m-structuralism, post-modemism, and more recently 

'radical democracy." Put succinctly, the argument is that 

new social mvements are based not in material interests but in the 
discursive practices that constmct new political subjects, create 
new political spaces in which to act , and may ultimately lead 
people to rethink what we man by community, or power, or 
reason, or power, or consciousness or energy, or security, or 
development or dern~cracy.~' 

Emesto Laclau, a leading theorist on social movements, in his 1990 book New 

Reflectrions on the Revolutk~~ of Our Tirne, agrees: 

The demands of a lesbian group, a neighbors' association, or a 
black self-defense group are therefore al1 situated on the same 
ontological level as working dass demands. In this way the 
absence of a global emancipation of humanity allows the constant 
expansion and diversification of concrete emancipatory ~tniggles.~ 



This focus on discourse reduees class to an identity that is not differentiated from 

neighborhood associations os selfdefenœ classes. This reduction through 

equivalence makes the retreat from class wmplete. Laclau does not identify aie 

class nature of the groups, their goals, purpose, or statements of principles and 

yet somehow these groups' demands are seen as no different than working class 

demands. If this is the case, ttien demanding a stop sign at an intersection in 

your neighborhood is revolutionary. 

There is dissent against the theories put forward by new social mvement 

theorists. Those dissenting argue that the intellectual rnove away from scr- 

called "foundationalnS nanatives to explore the fractured identities and 

multiplicity of experience characterized by postmodemism and frarned in new 

social movements represents a retreat from class and is essentially re-framing 

bourgeois liberalism in a different guise.% Ellen Meiksins Wood identifies this 

trend within the left that dissociates politics from class and socialist politics from 

the interests and struggles of the working class. Those who subscribe to this 

theoretical tum, Wood asserts, are really only arguing for an extension of 

bourgeois democratic forms." This applies to the new social movement theorists 

who argue that dass is irrelevant and thus, theoretically, erase dass 

'' See Joan Scott, 'The Evidence of -1. C M  Inquiry, 17 (1991), 73797. 

" Sst Bryan Pelnier, Descsnt into LWawse: the Raificeüon of Languege and aie WnlMg of Sociel 
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stratification through discourse. Similarly, according to Melucci, "the goal is to 

render power visible not to challenge it because wnflicts have no winners, but 

they may produce innovation, modernization and reform."" At its c m ,  aie new 

social movement argument is really about modest reforms to capitalism. By 

deeming class struggle irrelevant, capitalism is never challengeci, just altered to 

allow access to a few more groups. Thus class struggle is containecl and the 

hegemony of capitalism rnaintained. 

In their attempt to discredit class as an explanatory tool and the working 

class as a revolutionary agent, new social movement theorists mate a straw 

argument against Marx. New social rnovement theory rests on the idea that there 

is a discontinuity in capitalism; while class onœ mattered, it is not important now 

in the post modern era. Homver, this discontinuity d m  not eeiQt. As Wood 

points out, the logic of capitalism - accumulation, cornmodification, profit- 

rnaximization, and competition - has not changed: it has only adapted to current 

conditions. As Wood states, 

If we have been seeing something new since the 19708 it's not a 
major discontinuity in capitalism but, on the contrary, capitalism 
itself reaching matunty. It may be that w're seeing the first mal 
efforts of capitalism as a comprehensive system? 

Wood is arguing that rather than a discontinuity in capitalisrn we are seeing a 



realization of capitalism's goat, a comprehensive capitalist system. 

In her book The PoIi'trics of Sustainable Development, Laurie Adkin 

criticizes Ellen Meiksins Wood for privileging workers in the anti-capitalist 

s t~ggle as the "people who are the direct objects of class exploitation? Adkin 

claims this "reflects an old dichotomous way of thinking on the lefi in which al1 

practice is either labeled 'social democmtic reformist' or 'revol~tionary.'"~ What 

Adkin overlooks is that the people who are the direct objects of capitalist 

exploitation are, and can only bel the working class. This does not mean, as 

Adkin claims, that the women's struggle, or anti-racism, or any other struggle 

against oppression should wait until aiter the class struggle: rather, they are part 

of the class st~ggle. As capitalism attempts to divide the working class along 

other lines, the class struggle must include the entirety of the working class and 

resist divisions. 

Adkii, SustaineMe De-, 7. 
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Chapter 2 

Greenpeace, Democracy, and Clatm 

If class still matters, it is necessary to analyse the dass position of those 

within Greenpeace, in order to understand it as an organization. This chapter 

will examine the class position of the Greenpeace leadership, how their class 

affects the politics of Greenpeace, how the actual structure of Greenpeace 

makes addressing class issues within Greenpeaœ very difficult, and finally, how 

these issues affect their campaigns by looking at the anti-sealing campaign. 

The theory of the professional managerial class allows an understanding 

of the motivations and the class interests of Greenpeace and makes explicable 

their ideology and actions. The terni professional managerial class best 

describes the class position of Greenpeace oficials. Barbara and John 

Ehrenrich idenMy the professional managerial class as "consisting of salaried 

menial workers who do not own the means of production and whose major 

function in the social division of labor may be described broadly as the 

reproduction of capitalist culture and capitalist class relations."' However, I 

agree with Erik Olin Wright's critique of this functional analysis. Wright argues 

that the Ehrenreichs' professional managerial class rnodel, which defines the 

professional managerial class by their function of reproducing capitalist culture 

and clam relations, falters as a complete analysis as it does not adequately 

wnsider the relationship to the means of production. Instead, Wright asserts that 

the professional managerial class occupies wntradictory class locations: 

between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, in the case of supervison and 

' Barbara and John Ehrwireich, The Profaasioci9i-Manageiial C b , '  RedrCel A m o h  11: 2 (1977): 
13. 



managers; and between the petit bourgeoisie and the working elass, in the case 

of semi-autonomous employeed 

A synthesis of these two analyses provides an excellent âefinition of the 

professional managerial class. The Ehrenreichs' functional analysis is important 

as it dearly States the role of the professional managerial class, h i l e  the 

contradiâory class locations analysis is necessary as it exptains the relationship 

of the professional managerial class to the means of production. The term 

professional managerial clam is preferable to middle class, new middle class, or 

other vague ternis because it more carefully describes who comprises this class. 

Alex Callincos helps expand the understanding of the professional managerial 

dass by explaining Stanley Amawitt's idea that the professional managerial 

dass is not static. 

It means the new middle clas is not hemtically sealed off from 
other classes. At the top it shades off into the higher echelons of 
management and administration, which are effectively part of the 
niling class. At the l m r  end it merges into the working clasB3 

Among the founding rnemben of Greenpeace, and those who would 

becorne the most well known initially, were those who vuent out on the first 



Greenpeace action to stop the atom bomb tests at AmchiW. The group was 

composed of three joumalists: Robert Hunter, from the Vancouver Sun; Ben 

Metcalfe, a theatre critic for the CBC; and Bob Cummings from the Georgia 

StraQht. The joumalists w r e  there as mernbers of the protest group, though 

their role as media personalities would greatly enhanœ their media coverage. 

The other crew members w r e  Jim Bohlen, a forest products researcher; Patrick 

Moore, a graduate student at UBC; Bill Darnell, a social worker; Dr. Lyle 

Thruston, a medical practitioner; Terry Simmons, a cultural geographer; and 

Richard Fineberg, a political science profe~sor.~ All of these men fit within the 

professional managerial class as semi-autonomous employees, with the 

exception perhaps of the grad student, who was a professional manager in 

training, so to speak, and the doctor, who depending upon his practice could 

have been in the supervisor, manager role of the professional managerial class. 

The class composition of the executive of Greenpeace changed little over the 

years. In 1994, the board of directors for Greenpeace Canada were Olivier 

Deleuze, an agronomic engineer; Joanne Dufay, a health professional; Harvey 

MacKinnon, a fundraising consultant; Janet Palterson, an accountant; Trudie 

Richards, a university professor; Steve Sawyer, an Executive Director of 

Greenpeace International; and Steve Shrybman, a l a~ye r .~  

The professional managerial class base of Greenpeace's ofiicers is 

consistent wiai the new social movernent theory literature that often embraces 

4 This liat of m m  of the orlginril cnw is cafnplied from Brown and May, The Gmqoaco Sm, 
11; and Huntef, W e ,  16-17. Ses abo Vencouver Sun 'Gnenpeaoe s a i h  reaây to face aie t e  
15 S e p b t k r  îQïl ,  43. 



the middle class as the agent of change in society? Theorists have tended to 

argue that new social movernents have displaceci the wrking dass as the agent 

of positive social change in society.' The Ehrenreichs argue the class intemsts 

of the professional managerial class are achieved by a 'PMC radicalism" which, 

emerges out of PMC class interests, which include the PMCts 
interest in extending its technological and cultural superiority over 
the working class. Thus the possibility exists in the PMC for the 
emergence of what may at first sight seem to be a contradiction in 
tenns: anti-working clam radicalism. This possibility finds its fullest 
expression in the PMC radical's recuning vision of a technwatic 
socialism, a socialism in which the bourgeoisie has been replaced 
by bureaucmts, planners, and experts of various sorts.8 

Throughout this thesis, the kind of intervention that Greenpeace seeks to have 

m i n  capitalist society is apparent. Its brand of anti-working ciass rcidicalisrn 

attempts to solve environmental problems with a scientific, bureaucratie means. 

From the perspective of Greenpeace, the working class is seen as incapable of 

solving environmental problems. In this way, the actions of Greenpeace 

contradict its rhetoric of acting above class interests. This contradiction is not 

hypocritical - it is cornpletely consistent with the class agenda of the 

professional managerial class. 

On nanr social moMmerrt and the middh c b s  see: R u s d i  Dalton and Manfted KuedW, sbs. 
CheUengMg üm Pditicd OnW. (New York: Odord UrihwAty Pros& 1990); Khus Eder, ' G m  Politics 
and the MW C h '  P d W  SWes, 37: 2, (1989), 205223; Jurghn H&mmm, ïhe Theory d 
Communicsfivo Acüa, Vol. 2 (&dan: Bascon Haifmanri, JO&, 1987); and Herbert KibcM,  "New 
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One exanple of this contradiction is aie way 'democracy" is defined. The 

belief that new social movements act in a benevolent, altruistic and dassless 

manner cu-exists with the idea bat new social movements are inherently mon 

inclusive and demratic than old social movements. Despite the much 

publicized image of Greenpeace as king a modd of radical democracy, with 

grassroots invdvement and revolutionary potential, a historical case study 

reveals the exact opposite. Wih their kunding rnyth reproduced so many times, 

it is perhaps shocking to hear that Greenpeace's first decade was fundarnentally 

undemocratic. Howver, this is the case: decisions were made by a small group 

of people, predominantly middle dass white men. This belies the daims of 

indusion at the core of new social mement theory and contradicts the idea of 

participatory democracy in which membership is seen as sornething active and 

partici patory. Greenpeace bas prided itself on being grassroots, community 

based, and democratic, ail of which are defining features of new social 

movement~.~ A lack of bureaucracy was msidered by new social movement 

theorists to be the highest form of democracy. Lawrence Wilde notes that new 

social movements emphasize "radical democratic intemal structures and 

processes, induding rotation of offices, open meetings, and limitation of 

rewards."1° Greenpeace embraced this notion and according to Robert Hunter, 

Cari ûoggsl Sa id  M o v a m  and PdmGel Pamr (PhWeiphim: Temple University P m ,  1986); 
Albsi toMekci iNomerkdhPmw~t:  ~ ~ a n d ~ K l u e l N ~ m C o 1 1 ~  
Sociay (PtWteddphia: Tempk Unhdty P m  1988); Alan Scdt, Cdsology and Nsw Socid 
hûmmnk (Landon: Unwin Hyman, 1990); and Joachm Hirsctt, The Crisis of Ford i ,  
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one of the founders of Greenpeace, by 1977 

Virhially anybody could set themselves up as a Greenpeace office, 
taking more or less full credit for al1 the achievemnts to date, and 
appoint himseif or herself to a position, using no formulas more 
daborate than the one we had used oursehm in Vancouver: 
simply, you get a bunch of your friends in a r m  and proctaim 
youmIv88." 

The founden of Greenpeace believed that their lack of f o m l  structures allouvecl 

Greenpeace to mate a gmup that was non-hierarchical, decentralized, anti- 

bureaucratie, gras roots, cornrnunity oriented, and dematic." Decisions in 

the ftedgling Greenpeace were made on an ad hoc basis. There were no 

structural rnecCianisrns for decision making. While this likely suited the small 

nature of the group at the founding, it created the basis for a fundarnentally 

JO Freeman, a feminist wnting on the m n ' s  mement, argues that 

there is actually no such thing as a structureless group. 

Any group of people of whatever nature wming together for any 
length of tirne, or any purpose, Mil inevitably structure itself in 
some fashion. The structure may be flexible, it may Vary mer time, 
A may evenly or unevenly distribute tasks, power and resources 
over the rnembers of ttie group. But it will be formed regardless of 
the abiliües, personalities and intentions of the people 
involv ed.... This means that to strive for a "stnictureless" group is 
as useful and as deceptive, as to aim at an ' o b ~ v e "  news story, 
'valuefreen social science or a W economy.'* 

" JO Freaman, The Tytamy of Stnictwehsa#as" in Untying th Knot - FemMism, Anarchism 4 
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Therefore attempting to operate a structureless group 'does not premt  the 

formation of informal structures, but only formal onesn and the "structurelessness 

becornes a way of making po~mr."'~ Freeman critiques structurelessness for its 

infoml networks that create an invisible structure that is impossible for 

members to engage in democratically. As she puts it, 

For everyone to have the opporhinity to be involved in a given 
group and to participate in its activities the structure must be 
explicit, not implicit. The rules of decision-making must be open 
and available to everyone and this can only happen if they are 
formal ized. l8 

Left in a stnictureless, or as Freeman prefen, unstructured, state a group ends 

up k ing controlled by elites. These elites are not a secret cabal but a network 

of people who communicate socially with each other and not with othen. 

Essentially they are friends who, "because they talk to each other socially and 

consult with each other when common decisions have to be made, the people 

involved in these networks have more power in the group than those M o  

don't."' This is the antidernocratic system that Greenpeace operateci with for 

Greenpeace ladeci even the semblance of intemal dernocracy for dose to 

a decade. Accarding to founding member Robert Hunter, at the beginning in 

1972, 'Instead of a board w had two 'interim chairmen.' ... We had not had any 

'5 F m a n ,  7he Tyramy.' 
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general meetings."18 This undemocratic stab of affrrirs did not improve with tim. 

Until at hast 1977 anybody could mate a Greenpeace group and appoint 

themehm to positions of power without any structure whabmver. As Hunter 

explained, 'ywr g8t a bunch of yaur friends in a m m  and proclaim your~elves."~~ 

This contradicts the idea of participatory democracy as it leaves an dite group ta 

prodaim itself the leaders and asks the resi of the 'membershipW to follow. There 

are no dernocratic stnictures set up to deal with issues or to make decisions. If 

the leaders prodaim themselves, how are they accountable, how are their 

decisions reached, who gets a say and who doesn't? None of these questions 

can be adquately addr- in such a stfuctureless formation and this 

contradi& the idea of grasaraats, active, democratic, membership dnven 

Greenpeace has not becbine more dernomtic over the yean. If 

Greenpeace is no longer an unstructured group, its intemal democracy has not 

improved. It is easy to becorne a m W r :  one only needs to donate money at 

the door. But the vast majority of mernbers have no way to influence decisions 

and poiicy. This laclc of internat democracy is noted by William K. Carroll and R. 

S. Ratner in an adicle on new social movements: 

Greenpeace bas never aspired to a rnass membenhip. Actually it 
h a  no formal membenhip; instead campaigriers and office staff 
are paid employees, although their wwk is supplemented by that of 
volunteers. Volunteen and Greenpeace suppaRen - those who 
give money when contactai by the extensive canvass - have no 
rights to participate in decisian making; they may define ttiemselves 

la Hunter, Wam'ors, 123. 
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as rnembers but they are actually positioned as subscribers to the 
organization's glossy magazine." 

The positioning of members as subsctibers with no decision making power 

prevents memben from influencing the organi~ation.~ For example, even if 

someone wanted to change the orientation of Greenpeace by organizing a rnass 

sign up of working class "menubers," they wuld do lime to affect the organization 

intemally. 

This lack of intemal democracy extends to the finances of Greenpeace. 

The budget and allocation of financial resources is decided by the Board of 

Directon of Greenpeace Canada. Mernbers, or more accurately subscribers, 

have no input on the allocation of financial resources within Greenpeace. This 

issue would corne to the fore in 1993 when an intemal memo was leaked 

revealing that only five pet cent of the annual Greenpeace budget was dedicated 

to campaigns.12 The annual budget of Greenpeace lists the total spent on 

different campaigns, h m w r ,  this includes al1 the "administrative overheadn 

such as salaries, copying, postage, telephone, and a percentage of rent for 

space, which serves to inflate the arnount spent on campaigns. A snapshot of 

how much rnoney Greenpeace has had over the pars is available by looking 

'O WFlliim K. Canoll and R. S. Ratner, 'Media Stra4egh and Pdiücal Projedb: A Comparath Study of 
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through their reports. In 1979 Greenpeace Canada had $158,571; in 1980 this 

increased to $390,339. Revenue in the late 19808 saw a dramatic increase: in 

1987 it was $1,641,565 and in 1988 $2,977,092. The 1990s again saw major 

increase in revenue: in 1993 $7,543,402, in 1994 $6,749,521, in 1995 

$5,571,486, and in 1996 $5,928,470.p So clearly the decisions being made are 

not without consequences and Greenpeace is not without some financial clout, 

particularly in the world of social mwements. 

The fact that Greenpeace lada intemal democracy seems as if it should 

only be of concern to the rnembers. However, new social rnovements theorists 

and Greenpeace leaders insist that they are interested in expanding the scope of 

dernocracy. It is this contradidion that needs to be addressed. Greenpeace 

asserts that their struggle is against undemratic corporations, a David vs. 

Goliath scenario with Greenpeace representing the people against the multi- 

national polluting corporations. Greenpeace has stated this explicitly. "The 

battie ground is the bitterly cotd ice fields of the Labrador Front. Greenpeace 

Shepherds against industrial Goliaths? This claim to universality is restateci in 

a variety of ways. One Greenpeaœ wnter put iy this way: 'Greenpeacers see 

themselves as a prototype United Nations Pace f ~ t c e . " ~  When Greenpeace 

was initiating its second anti-whaling campaign in 1976, it sought the 

endorsement of the United Nations and even had the UN extend the Vancouver 

Habitat conferenœ so the launching of aie Greenpeace VI1 from the Jericho 

Greenpeace Canada, F i d  Sûdmwtb (Toronto: Greenpsaa Canada, 1979 -96). 
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Beach conference site would end the conferen~e.~ Robert Hunter goes as far as 

to say, 'We were sailing out this time with the official endorsement of the United 

Nations conference - we were the worid comm~nity."~ However, as illustrated, 

Greenpeace is no more democratic than the corporations. Their daim to 

represent the world community is baseless and senres only as a rhetorical bol. 

This daim to universality is also a way in whicti cross class collaboration is 

encouraged. What this broad appeal insists on is that new social movement 

actors are classless, acting out of pure humanitarianism or selflessness, with no 

dass interest. This is contradicteci whenever the social movments interesîs are 

in opposition to working class or community interests. 

These theoretical claims to universality fall apart under closer scrutiny. 

Greenpeace's actions to Save the environment are not inherently beneficial to 

all. The methods they choose and their direct action often have very ml 

negative efFects on the working class communities they are targeting. 

Greenpeace's professional managerial class base has led the organization into 

confiict with wrking class interests. This was especially clear in one of its first 

Canadian campaigns. The campaign to ban the seal hunt devastated two entire 

economies and communities, that of the Inuit and that of the Newfoundtand 

sealen. Though the stated intent of Greenpeace was to stop the large scale 

commercial sealen that were depleting the seals, this was not the end result. 

Greenpeace's narrow agenda to stop seal hunting was camed out at the 

expense of the working class and poor in the communities they were targeting. 

'd VBIKXIUVCKSUII 'Sendihg Off G r e e n p ~ ~ ~ ~  Crewsm 14 June 1976,69. 
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The seal hunt has always been integral to the livelihood of both the Inuit 

and Newfoundlanders. Native peoples have relied on seals for oil, m a t  and 

clothing for thousands of years. From the migratory fishery of the sixteenth 

century to the later European settlements on Newfoundland in the seventeenth 

and early eighteenth century, sealing has played a major role in the economy 

and seal oil was a major export to Britain for use as larnp fueP Through the 

nineteenth century, as aiternative fuel sources such as oil and gas wre 

developed, the seal oil market declined, while the seal skin market increased? 

In the nineteenth century the Newfoundland econorny was based on three things: 

saltfish, agriculture and the seal fishery? 

The importance of sealing can not be underestirnated. In the middle of the 

nineteenth œntury goods produced through sealing accounted for over thirty per 

cent of Newfoundland's experts? As historian Shannon Ryan States, "tn 

summary, the seal fishery had made an unparalleled contribution to 

Newfoundland and nothing - including agriculture, mining, paper milling, 

railroads, or free trade with the United States - could take its place."" The hunt 

had rnoved frorn an inland hunt to a seagoing hunt in small boats, and as 

industrialization increased the technology of getting out ont0 the ice to condud 

'"hannon Ryan, ïh ke Hunttm: A Hi'story ol Ncwdkndanti W i n g  to 1914 (St. John's, W.: 
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the seal hunt irnproved. Srnall rowing boats gave way to the sailing era and aie 

large vesse1 hunt, signaled by two schooners leaving St. John's in 1793. The 

steam era of 1863-1945 saw the sail schooners replaced by steam ships." 

However, it must be noted that these technological changes did not result in an 

elimination of the earlier methods of sealing, as the large commercial sealen, 

the landsmen hunt, small ships, and individual sealers walking out to the ice, al1 

coexisted together. 

The importance of the seal hunt to Newfoundlanders was not only 

economic. It created a whole culture, and a working class solidarity arnong the 

sealing comrnunity. As historian Shannon Ryan notes, "the seal fishery . . . had a 

cornprehensive influence on society and culture in general and contributed to the 

development, by 1 91 4, of a distinctive Woundland identity ."36 The sealers 

w r e  the first members of the wrking class in Newfoundland to take collective 

action, with a strike in 1832? The striking sealers, fighting to get their wages 

from the masters and merchants in cash, banded together despite religious 

differences. In the end the strike was successful and the sealers dernands were 

met." The feeling of solidanty was likely reinforced by the shared, dass 

33 Inland hunüng and seating from srnail boat8 did not stop. 'The pradice k m  as landsmen 
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experience of suffering through temble ernployment conditions, over-crowded 

ships, inadequate food, and exploitative pay arrangements that continued after 

the 1832 stnke. Guy Wright, in Sons and Seals, paints an evocative description 

of the hunt at the tum of the century: 

To mach St. John's and sign aboard a sealing ship, many of the 
men from Bonavista Bay trekked thirty to frfly kilometres into 
Gambo from their island homes, across sea, ice and snow-covered 
land, trailing their gear on a small W e n  'slide." The trip often 
twk two days or more. At the Gambo railway station they received 
a reduced seaman's fare for the trip to St. John's. When they 
arrived in the city they collected wood shavings or some other 
$Ming for the homemade mattresses they brought with them. The 
mattresses wre  placed on boards nailed into the ship's wooden 
hold, and a few 'bogey" stoves wre added for heat and cooking. 
As the ship began to fiIl with seals, the bunks were brought down 
and the men slept on the reeking, quivering fat. 

The ship ownen, loathe to incur extra expenses, were unwilling to 
provide adequate food or the personnel to codç it. One hot meal 
was provided on altemate da-Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and 
Sunday. These mals usually consisted of sait fish or mat, with 
"dufis" of steamed flour. Sweet duff-with a bit of molasses-was 
served Sundays. ûther than this frugal Me, a sealer's diet 
consisted of hard bread, butter and tea, and seal hearts and livers 
when available. Legislation enforcing minimum provisions was not 
enacted until 1916.a 

A decline in the industry in the last half of the nineteenth century saw labour 

peace due more to sagging industry than better working conditions.' The last 

mapr sttike was in 1902, again over working conditions, the cut given to the 

owners, and extra W." Like many of the kats, struggles, and heartaches of 
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the sealer and aie sealing comrnunity, the 1902 strike was cornmemorated in aie 

Song "The Sealen' Strike of 1902:" 

Attention, al1 ye f i shem,  and read this ballad down, 
And hear about the sealers strike the other day in tom; 
When full three thousand northem men did walk the streets al1 day, 
With cool deterrnined faces they struck out to get fair play. 

Each steamer's crew did fall in line, while cheen out loudly rang, 
Led on by one brave Calloway, the hero of the gang. 
Free berths it was their rnotto, and no man would give in, 
A fight for death or glory, boys, this victory to win. 

They halted just More the bank, when al1 hands fell in Iine; 
They went inside to state their case before A.B. Morine. 
He got the terms to suit the men, and from the van did call; 
That he secured three fifty and "free berthsu for one and all. 

A ringing cheer the sealers gave, with hearts both tight and gay. 
And three more cheers they gave Morine, the man who won the 
day. 
With happy hearts they fisted bags, as lightly they did trip, 
With book and bags and baking pan to get on board their ship. 

Then soon around the northem head they disappeared ftom view, 
Manned by a plucky, hardy race, a bully northem crew. 
May they retum with bum~er trips, it is our eamest prayer 
The boys who nobly showed their pluck, and fought to get their 
share." 

The solidarity and the cultural remernbrances of the strength of colledive action 

of the sealers would be a reoccurring theme in response to the protests against 

the hunt. 

Sealing slowed during World War One and stopped aitogethet during 

" Shaiinon Ryan and Larry Smd, Heulin' Raps end G a f  Songs end Posby in îhe HWlwy of Itie 
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World War Two as steamers were brought into the war effort." Houmver the 

post-war period saw a rise in sealing, "as early as 1949 the cornbined catch of 

the Canadian and Norwegian fleets was double prewar l ~ e l s . ~ *  It was in this 

period of the 1950s and 1960s that conservation became an issue and public 

protest began against the hunt. From this point forward there would be little 

agreement betwen the sealing and anti-sealing forces. The pivotal moment for 

the start of public support for protest against the hunt came when the French 

language CBC broadcast a film in 1964 on the seal hunt entitled Les Phwues de 

la Barquise. This film sensationalized the seal hunt by focusing on the brutality 

of the hunt, in particular the skinning of live seals. The negative impact of this 

film was immense and the l i e  skinning of seals would becorne a predominant 

theme in the coming decade of protest." 

It was later revealed that the tive seal skinning footage had been faked. A 

fisher frorn Magdalen Island stated ttiat he was paid to skin a live seal for the 

camera and that it was before sealing season had actually opened for the year? 

Those protesting the seal hunt orrritted this knowledge from the public and 

instead concentrated on the brutalit' of the hunt. Peter Lust, an avid anti-sealing 

voice, denies that the footage was faked in his boak The Last Seal Pup. Lust 
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believed the harp seal was near extinction. His main source for infomtion was 

Brian Davies, who would also becorne a famous protester. This "extinction rnyth" 

was repeated often by those in Greenpeace and becarne a reoccurring theme in 

the anti-sealing protest movement. In 1978 Greenpeace member Dan 

MacOermott stated in an interview: 

We maintain that wiping out a species, such as the harp seal, is an 
extreme circumstance which calls for extreme rneasures to make 
sure that stops. Many prominent scientists ... f'l that it is 
ecologically insane to commercially exploit a species that is below 
its maximum sustainable yield." 

In fact, the concem for the harp seals was overstated, as there is little credible 

scientific basis for mis "extinction myth." As Cynthia Lornson points out in her 

book on the rhetoric of the protest: 

Interestingly, the harp seal does not appear on any official 
endangered species list, and, according to Fisheries Department 
biologist, Mac Mercer, the harp is the second most populous 
species of the planet's thirty-hm types of seal. Even Dr. David 
Lavigne [a prominent anti-seakr] denied the alarmist position taken 
by the protesters, ff  

By instigating these protests, Greenpeace was taking an extteme stand, based 

on inaccurate or misleading information, that set the organization against whole 

cornmunities. 

In 1976, when the first Greenpeace anti-sealing campaign was started, 

the organizers attempted to make in-roads within the Newfoundland sealing 

community and rally them against the big sealers. Greenpeace rnernber Car1 



Rising-Moore had met members of the Newfoundland Fishemn, Food and 

Allied Workers Union (NFFAWU) in a pub in Cornerbrook, Ne~foundland.~ He 

convinced the president of NFFAWU, Richard Cashin, and mernbers of the 

executive of the union to travel to St. Anthony's, the staging area for 

Greenpeace's forays ont0 the ice, to meet with representatives from 

Greenpeace. The talks to have Greenpeace and the Fisherman's union CO- 

operate against the large foreign comnerciat sealing operations reached the 

point of a joint staternent being issued by the two organizations. This statement 

advised that both would participate in a joint blockade of the ports of St. John's 

and Vancouver, closing them to ail foreign trawlers and draggers by 1 June 

1976, if the federal government did not dectare a 200 mile fishing management 

zone around Canadian watm? This was the strategy of Greenpeace, 

according to Robert Hunter, who was president of the Greenpeace foundation at 

the tirne. Hunter states that by the time the direct action carnpaign on the ice 

was at a close for the season, "We fomied an alliance to go after the large 

icebreakers rnainly from Norway, that were going into the birthing grounds. 

These were the real threat to the continued viability of the seal herds." In their 

newspaper Greenpeace Chronfcbs, Grwnpeace member Paul Watson 

explained why the anti-seal campaign accepted the alliance with the 

Newfoundland sealers: 

The fact is that the commercial fleets owned by Norwegian 
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companies are wiping out the seal herds. The fact is the 
Norwegians destroyed thme great herds of mals prior to starting 
on the Labrador herds in 1947. The fact is that the commercial 
fleets tak8 only the peb, leaving the m a t  on the ice, while the 
fishemn and Eskimo of Newfoundland and Labrador do eat the 
meat. With a conservation stand the seals m l d  have a chance." 

Howiever, Greenpeace would not fdlow through on this historic agreement and a 

year later in 1977, Paul Watson would contradiet himself, insisting: 

The entire hunt must be stopped immediately and totally by both 
commercial and landsrwn interests.. . the Greenpeace position is 
that we are totally opposeci to the killing of al1 seals by Canadians, 
Nomians, Danes, and o t h e r ~ . ~  

Watson assumed control of the anti-sealing campaign in 1978 and left no room 

for confusion on that his opinion towards sealers was categorically negative. In 

a CBC interview Watson stated: 

I certainly wasn't for striking any bargains with Newfoundland 
sealers. To me sealing is despicable and it has no economic 
foundation for even existing. It is a gtorified welfare system. You 
know the government spends more money on it than it brings in.53 

Greenpeace's position against al1 sealing rneant that it did not sw any 

difierence between the huge commercial sealing industry controlled by large 

corporations and the working class sealers. Far from being a dernacratic 

grassroots, people's mvement, Greenpeace was an elite group of outsiders 

coming into Newfoundland and dernanding Newfoundlanden' change their way 

of life and bear al1 the economic consequences that would bring. The 

'' Paui Watrron, 'Skpa&~ of the Labradar Fm,' G m q m c e  C h r w r k h  2: 2 (1 9X), 6. 
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opportunity for the more reasonable and mutually beneficial route of stopping the 

foreign corporate harvest and maintaining the low-scale, self-sufficient local 

harvest had been lost. It had been lost not just by a tactical mistake, but by 

counterposing Greenpeace's environmtalist perspective against a worlting 

class community's economic interests. More specifically, Greenpeace was more 

conœrned about its own rnembership revenue than the livelihood of 

Newfoundland sealing communities. According to Patrick Moore, a CO-director of 

the anti-seal campaign, the reaction of the Greenpeace rnembenhip to the 

alliance with the NFFAWU was concrete: 

Last year we came in here detemiined to put an end to the 
commercial hunt only ... As frir as Newfoundland landsmen were 
wncemed, guys who kill a few seals working out of srnall boats, we 
backed them al1 the way. Know what we got for our trouble? Stacks 
of Greenpeace rnembership cards, tom in half, pouring into the 
office in Vancouver? 

As explained eariier, Greenpeace 'members" do not have any voting rights or a 

democratic voice in the actions of Greenpeace so it is possible that the tom 

mmbership cards was a way of members attempting to have a voice. However, 

as the quotes from Watson in 1977 and 1978 show, it is clear that the 

Greenpeace leadership broke the alliance due to their own views, not because 

mmbers were upset about the alliance with the sealers. 

Further evidence of how Greenpeace failed to rise above their 

professional managerial dass bias is the way in which Greenpeaœ portrayed 

the seal hunt and the sealers. Greenpeace began ta vilify the sealers, refemng 
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to the hunt as an "annual outragems and writing descriptive prose designed to 

sway the reader to share the outrage. A special edition of the Greenpeace 

Chmnicles in 1 977 was typical: 

Millions of baby seals began to came under the fatal shadow of the 
sealers and the sealen and their hivo week old lives were snuffed 
out by the cruel clubs and gaffs.. .They butchered every seal within 
sight, spanng none. Each and every year the sealen came, to stain 
the whitish blue floes scarlet with the Me-blood of the seals? 

Greenpeace did not stop at graphically and negatively portraying the seal hunt. 

It also rnocked Newfoundland culture. One quote indicates the tone of its 

campaign. "It was called 'The Great Hunt' and the sealers were considered to be 

strong and courageous heroes. It always has been and still remains a brutal 

annual outrage of destruction? Greenpeace attacked the sealers' pride in their 

wortt and cultural history as well as ndiculing entire Newfoundland communities. 

The above is only a sampling of the rhetorical devices used in the 

campaign. The images of the seal hunt are vivid, such as the wntrast of the 

seals' blood on the ice, and constructed to be extremely disturbing. It was easy 

to record the hunt, as it occurred outside, in public view, and Greenpeace 

emphasized that the harp seals were often killed at ten days old to increase 

public outrage towards the hunt and the sealers. The e W  of the anti-seal 

carnpaign became evident with the incredible back-lash against the seaiers. 

T housands of letters were sent to govemment officiais, newspapers, magazines, 



radio call-in shows, and to St. Anthony's, Newfoundland, addresd to sealers in 

general. A sarnpling of the letters illustrates how the anti-seal carnpaign had 

been received at home and abroad: 

Sin: 
You people of Newfoundland are a bunch of murderers. You must 
love killing defenceless, baby seals. You feel that killing them is 
added incorne. With that rnoney I hope you rot. I guess ifs tnie, 
Newfoundland IS backward, ignorant and prehistoric. 
D.B 
Millwaukee, U.S.A. 

Sealers 
St. Anthony, Newfoundland 

The pitiful sight of the mother seal looking at her skinned baby 
made my heart sick. If that is the only way these men can make a 
tiving, I hope they al1 starve to death. Better still, maybe we could 
CLUB them to death. 
T.B. 
Ontario, Canadas 

This is only a sarnpling of thousands of letters. Author and anthropologist Janiœ 

Scott Henke has comrnented on the anti-seal campaign, noting that, "The 

tendency of the cultural anthropologist would be to view the protest movement as 

entirely unethical due to this blatant disregard for human impact, and its explicit 

denial of the intrinsic worth of Atlantic culture."50 The enormous attention 

Greenpeace brought to bear on the sealers was overwhelming, and by attracting 

politicai and star pnwr to the ice floes, Greenpeace maximized the number of 

lhem leltWS are Frwn M e ,  Ssd Wars, 175-185 and the book contains many similar letttmr. A b  
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people who would se8 the hunt and aie sealen as negatively as possible. 

After Greenpeace had dropped aieir alliance with the Newfoundland 

sealers, they recruited US. senate representatives to corne North to condemn 

the hunt. The U.S. House of Representatives passed a motion wndemning the 

hunt and Congressman Jeffords, a Republican, and Congressman Ryan, a 

Dernocrat, came to witness the hunt first-hand. Greenpeace activist Robert 

Hunter describes this as an attempt to "bring our new American political muscle 

to bear.* It seems Hunter missed the irony of using Arnerican imperialist 

pressure against the working ciass of his own country - the same imperialist 

power he had opposed in Greenpeace's first action against Arnerican nuclear 

tests. In addition to congressmen, Greenpeace salicitecl the help of movie stars; 

Henry Fonda and Gregory Peck went on the record condernning the seal hunt 

and Brigitte Bardot helicoptered in for photo ops on the ice flows." Brigitte 

Bardot wrote a journal of her protest trip to the Newfoundland iœ that was 

published in the Gmnpeace Chmicles. Bardot participated in vilifying the 

sealers. "You are called Censdian Assassins. The word is out," she stated at a 

press conference." In contrast, she likened the Greenpeace protesters to the 

apostles and admired their courage and devotion? Greenpeace had traded in 

its alliance with wrken for an alliance with senators and movie stars, which was 

more palatable to its members and better for its bankbook. 

- 
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One of the best summaries of how mis campaign a M e d  sealers is 

written by Francis Patey, a sealer from a sealing family who wote a first persan 

account of the protests around St. Anthony's in the 19709. Patey writes, 

We have read and listened for yean now to the hate, the 
propaganda, the prejudice, the falsehoods, and aie malice which 
has been durnped on Newfoundland and Labrador. However, in the 
interest of our own self-esteem, in aie interest of tnnh and justice, 
we must aiways remamber from whenœ [sic] the criticism cornes. 
Primarily, it has c m  from people wf~o have much to gain by 
seeking headlines, and by capturing close-ups before the 
carneras? 

In tem of media relations the sealers had been outdone. As Patey notes, 'lt 

was also clear that we, as fisher-folk, sealen, God-fbaring, honest people did not 

do our job well in the area of public relations. But then, what were w to know 

about such things3- Greenpeace enjoyed an almost complete victofy in ik 

campaign to ban the hunt. 

Another consequenœ of Greenpeace's lack of analysis beyond its own 

goals was the devastation of the tnuit cammunity that also relied on the seal 

hunt. John Amagualik, an Inuit leader, states very succinctiy what the 

Greenpeace campaigns against sealing meant: 

The collapse of the seal skin market meant that many of our 
comrnunities wuld no longer depend on that incorne, and it 
resulted in an imase in the social problems that we have. When 
a person has noaiing to do, sitting at home, he or she is more liable 
to get into alcohol and dnig abuse. There w s  a rnarked increase 
in the rate of suicide among young people, eqmdally in 
communities that dependeci heavily on the sealskin indusûy. So 



there was a devastating efiect? 

Clearly the impact was not solely economic and it affectecl the lnuit carnmunity. 

Amagualik testified to the Royal Commission on sealing about the cultural 

impact of the ban and boycotts noting that, "It is through the hunting of seals, 

and their butchering and distribution, that young people can readily be taught the 

virtues of cooperation, patience, sharing and their responsibilities in the 

~ommunity.~ Cleariy, the success of the Greenpeace anti-sealing campaign 

had extremely negative efïects on the lnuit wmmunity. 

Greenpeace's tunnel vision conceming the seal hunt enabled it to ignore 

what was happening to the Newfoundland sealers and to the Inuit. The seal hunt 

was ended at a very high cost to these cornmunities. The anti-sealing campaign 

was a success from Greenpeace's perspective, but it failed to take responsibility 

for destroying the economic and social basis of the Newfoundland sealing and 

lnuit communities. The seals, which were never in fact in danger, had been 

'saved" at a high cost to hurnans. 

The effects on the wr ld markets were lasting. The European Economic 

Community announced a voluntary boycott on seal products in 1982. In i983, 

this ban becam mandatory. In 1985, a Royal Commission on Seals and the 

Sealing lndustry in Canada was formeâ. The report from the wmnission was 

tabled 17 December 1986 and reçomnended a ban on hunting seal pups. The 

sealing by large off-shore vessels was banned in 1987; wmbined with the 

boycott of furs and seal products in Europe, al1 mat remined was a much 

66 ' G v  and ihe poYics of image,' Idsas, 11-12. 

Testmony from the Royal Commisaion on Seaîing as reprnited in Henke, Seal Wars, 2203. 



decteased landsrnen hunt. The landsmen had started a CO-operative in 1986, 

the Northeast Coast Sealers Cboperative, hoping to use seal pelts in 

Newfoundland cmfts and restart the seal rneat proçe~sing.~ By 1990 the 

landsmen hunt still existed marginally and the CO-op was still operating with the 

assistance of the Newfoundland govemment." 

In 1978 the average Newfoundland sealer eamed l e s  than $8,000 per 

year from al1 sources and it was predicted that a ban on seal hunting would 

reduce the average sealers income by 15 to 30 per cent and would take $5.5 

million dollars out of the Newfoundland e~onomy.~ In 1985 the testimony of a 

sealer brings the impact of a ban into perspective, 

We survive month to month, year to year, living in hop8 for better 
tirnes. On average, our incornes are well belaw the poverty line, yet 
w live a lifestyle that brings great day-to-day satisfaction. We 
have often heard from out critics that men such as myself only eam 
a few hundred dollars a year Rom sealing. Therefore, it is of no 
great economic benefit. But Canadians and this Royal Commission 
must realize that for families living near the poverty line, a few 
hundred dollars means a lot. Without that rnoney we can't continue 
to rnake money, because we need it to reinvest in the rest of the 
year's fishery." 

Ironically, the hunt ban resulted in an annual culling of seals anyway. 'If 

the hunt wre banned," wamed Mac Mercet, a marine biologist from McGill and 

Hanrard, "we'd have to go quieüy and bop off an annual quota of seals anyway, 

- - - -- 

* SC6 Candolw, Of Men and Seals, 187490 for the deCeii8 ori the post Royal Commission hunt 

69 Patay, A B8iüe Lost, 82. 
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just to protect the fishery? This is what has happened. The shipbased hunt 

has been eliminated and the landsmen hunt continues in lirnited fom with an 

annual quota of seals. 

For the Inuit, the picture was equally grim. The Inuit sealers were not just 

afïected by the harp seal hunt ban. While the Greenpeace campaign specificaily 

targeted harp sealing, it also had an adverse e f k t  on the ringed seal market, 

which was very important to the Inuit emnomy. Ringed seals are not cute and 

cuddly when Young, and that is likely why they were not part of the campaign, 

although the ringed seal demand was equally decreased." James E. Candow 

explores this idea in his history of the seal hunt, Of Men and SeaIs. Candow 

credits Pol Chantraine, a sealer and iournalist, for the explanation of the 

subconscious appeal to the images of the harp seal pups? 

Chantraine saw that a whitecoat shares many of the same 
characteristics that aduits respond to in a child: proportionately 
large ttead, large lm-lying eyes, and awkward movements. He 
concluded that the physical appearance of the whitecoat 
sub~nsciously triggers protective behaviour among humans? 

The inaccurate belief that the m a t  was not used ako needs to be addresseci as 

it was a key criticism of the hunt. In a statement to the Royal Commission on 

Sealing set up in 1985, s sealer testified: 

It is not a well known f'act, but it is accurate that the great rnajority 
of seal m a t  is fully utilized. It angers me Men  I see on the N 



pictures of whitecoat seal carcasses just l& on the ice. There is 
very little useable m a t  on an animal of that age. The flippers are 
used, but the TV coverage doesn't show that. On the older animals 
which we take, al1 of the m a t  is used? 

In the end, Greenpeace grew in membership and its media presence soared. 

There was little said about the communities left behind. The Newfoundlanden 

have their own critique of Greenpeace using a traditional cultural medium, a folk 

song, "Save Our Swilers:" 

Corne al1 you Newfoundlanden and listen to my Song 
About St. Anthony's visitors from "awayn and "upalongn; 
There were movie types and media types and Mounties, sorne 
fivescore, 
If we~ wre bent on violence they'd need a hundred more. 

They are out to ban the seal hunt and this they man to do, 
Brian Davis and the Greenpeacers and al1 mir d e y  crew; 
This year they've got Franz Weber with phony fur to sell- 
A bleeding heart from Smtzerfand who thinks he's William Tell. 

They say the seals are threatened but the evidence is clear, 
With quotas carefully controlled, of that there is no bar; 
We're the endangered species who live by coastal seas, 
We kill the seal as we kill to feed out families. 

A bedlamer boy from Greenpeace he chained on to the "whip," 
And was dunked into aie water by the rolling of the ship; 
We had a job to save him in al1 the fuss and racket, 
But 1 bet his pdt wouldn't have been worth as much as a Ragged 
Jacket. 

When Brigitte said in Paris she cuddled a whitecoat dear, 
Sure every swiler in the land he grinned fom ear to ear; 
He knows from long experienœ she's pilin' on the lies, 
A real whitecoars talons would have slasheâ her face and eyes. 

They cal1 us cruel, barbarie, hunting seals just for the thrill 

Henke, Seel Wais, MO. 



These pampered city slickefs that a day's hard work would kill; 
What do they know of challenges of stonn and sea and ice 
That dam the blood to answer and to pay the sealers' price? 

They're out for front-page stories, they've mm so far to roam, 
And blood on iœ will show up well on T. V. screens back home; 
They know their media bosses have paid good money out, 
If they don't send "juicy" stories their jobs are "up the spout." 

There's many things we don't approve in countries far away 
How people act and dress and talk and how they eam their pay; 
But we don? get up a hate campaign and stir up children too, 
To force our views on other fdks as these do-gooden do. 

Our govemment must keep these types from off the whelping ice, 
Or there'll be tragedies to Mt - we're men, not frightened miœ; 
We merit more protection than a motion on the floor 
Where will you get your slippen when the seai hunt is no more? 

We're not averse to meeting up with a star from Holfywood, 
We sure would like to rescue her from an angry old Dog Hood; 
But the Arctic fiaes are not the place, Yvette, to use your wiles, 
We're not spruced up for courtin' whm we're out there peltin' 
swiles! 

We have to take from Nature whate'er the season bring, 
We're fishermen in summer and swilen in the spring; 
If you don't approve aie seal hunt, you have a right to say, 
But when we go out on that ice, don't try to bar our way. 

So here's a health to Romeo, who took the sealer's part, 
He stood up to protesten, he has our cause at heart; 
And mise your glas to Tommy Hughes wha tells it like he k n ~ ,  
And don't forget Rich Cashin when you're culing friends from 
f o e ~ . ~  

A. R. Scammeü. 'Sava wr Swibia,' mpfkW with pemisdon frorn DecCrs Awwh 6:4 (Jum lgn), 
6. in Shannon Ryan and Lamy Smd, Heulin' Rops and GM, 1B7. 



No one ever asked the Newfoundland sealers their opinion on the matter of 

sealing and sustainability. Nor were the Inuit consulteci. For al1 its daims of 

representing the worid community Greenpeace's anti-sealing carnpaign did not 

represent the communities of Newfoundland or Labrador. Greenpeace also 

manipulatecl the media images and mobilized star pamr and imperialist 

govmments to make a one sided argument to the wodd community. The la& of 

consultation is one thing, but what really shows Greenpeace's class interests is 

how they brokered a deal with the working class when it seemed to be in their 

interests and broke it just as qui& when it appeared the working was a liability 

not an asset. 

As I show in Chapter thme, the second part of this case study, the 

disregard for working class cancems and local economies that Greenpeace 

illustrated in their anti-sealing carnpaign was repeated in BC when Greenpeace 

entered me logging debate late in the life of BC's ongoing struggle for a coherent 

sustainable forestry. It was repeated again wiai their own worken in Toronto 

when they tried to unionize. 



Chapter 3 

Greenpeace, Loggem, and Unions 

In July of 1997, Greenpeace found h o  of its ships, the AmtS Sun* and 

the Moby Dkk, blockaded into port in Vancouver by angry members of the 

Industrial Wood and Allied Worken of Canada.' The struggle between loggen 

and environmentalists is alrnost legendary in BC. Yet beneath the headlines is a 

real conflict, and Greenpeace's strategy around forestry issues exacerbates the 

conflict. Greenpeace's strategy to stop elear-cutting in British Columbia has 

been one of blocking workers from going to their job and advocating boycotts of 

BC wood products, not one of sitting down and talking to the workers in their own 

communities about solutions. 

The debate around fomtry and conservation issues goes back to the turn 

of the century in British Colombia. From the early industrialists who considered 

themselves conservationists, such as H.R. MacMillian, to the scandais around 

tenure in the 1950s, the balance between corporate and community interests has 

been hotly debated. In 1905, BC premier Richard McBride opened up BC to 

corporate logging interests. McBride created special licences that would allow 

companies to log Crown land for a period of twenty-one years. Wihin three 

years there were 15,000 such licences granted2 With rapid advances in 

technology, the logging industry continued to grow. The introduction of steam 

' Paul Evans, 'Gmmpem Ships Hsmmed In" Ths P m v h ,  (3 Juiy, 1997), A6; Gkm Bohn and Kim 
PemMon, 'IWA Demands 625û.000 in bst wagss to rekess Gmenpeaœ ships" 7he Vancouvsr Sun, 
(4 July 1997), A4; Glenn Bohn 'Gmqmaœ oonsidanr options as m m  to fme Iwo ahips fair ïb8 
Vancouver Sun, (5 Juiy 1997), At. il s W  k noted that the IWA was k w  8s îhe Intemaaonal 
Woodworkem of America imtl the narne c h g e  to Industrial Wood and AlW Workem of Canada in 
1995. 

Ken O W ,  W W n g  in thé Mt'ods: A H m  oT Logging on Ihe West Cmt,  (Madeira Park BC: 
Harbour Publiing, 1992), 59. 



power in the 19009 meant that despite a labour shortage during Worîd War Il 

logging levels reached a record high.3 By the 19309, H.R. MacMillan, disturbed 

by the la& of any coherent forest consetvation policy, issued a statamnt that 

sounds very much like a conternporary concem: 

'How long can it last?" it rnay be asked. "What of the Mure?" 
Canadians have listened to such tales of Canada's limitless 
resources that they are prone to avoid an answr rather than seek 
it. ... Meantirne it is generally known arnong the well-informed that 
the forest is being overcut at a devastating rate in every forest 
province in Canada: 

The Sloan Commission was set up in 1945 to investigate the forest industry, and 

issued reports in both 1945 and 1957. Upon its recommendations, forest 

companies were granted long-term logging rights upon the condition that mills 

would be built and employment created for the ~mmunities.~ Sustainable yield 

was the buuword of the commission, though it meant liffle in terms of adual 

sustainability and more on how rnuch companies wre allowed to cut. Logging 

would expand greatly from the 1960s onwards introducing significant changes in 

Contrary to popular rhetoric, loggen have long been interesteci in sane, 

environmentally sound practices in logging. As Jeny Lembcke and William M. 

Tattam point out in their book One Union in Wood, 'Under Communist editorship 

' Drushka, Working in ltre Woods, 77. See a b  Gordon Hak, Tmng T i  niio Wm: 7 7 ~  0 M  
Cdumbia Coastal Lumber Indus@ 1858-1913 (Toronto: Univemity of Toconto Press, 2000). 

' Ken Dniahka, HR: A Bbgrephy dH.R. MacMillan (Madeira Park BC: HartKwir Pubïiiing, 1995) 184. 

See Patricii Marchak, "Cmmentary' BC Sfudb  119 (1998). 73. 

For a fairiy comprehensive hisîory see Jeremy Wiison Talk and Log: W i M e m  Pdilics M Bli'lîsh 
Cdumbie, 196586 (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1998); also see Ray Travws, ' H i  of Logging and 
Smned Y i  in BC, 1911-90,' ForsJts Plenning Canede, 8: 1 (1992). 



the IWA's paper, the Timbmrker,  opposed clearcutting of forests and log 

exports and promofed reforestation and conservation." The TM,bemorker's 

position makes sense, for worken stand to lose when technologies for faster, 

more profitable, and less environrnentally sound logging are implemented and 

workers are eliminated. The IWA in the late 1940s correctly anticipated what lay 

ahead for its members. Labour saving technological advances would devastate 

the workers in the farest industries and wreak even more havoc on the natural 

envir~nrnent.~ 

The issue of technological change is a daunting one for al1 resource 

workers. Forestry workers have been particularly hard-hit over the past thirty 

yean. Over the past three decades the annual volume of tirnber logged in BC 

has tripled white direct forestry jobs per thousand cubic mettes have been cut in 

ha1f.O Joyce Nelson identifies two key moments in forestry that resulted in huge 

job losses: 1974-1975 when the grapple yarder was introduced and 1983-1984 

when giant faller bunchers were introduced." Yarding refers to rnoving the cut 

trees from where they are cut to where they can be transported out of the cut 

block, either a mad or landing. Highlead yarding was used up to the 1970s. 

This technique needed crews of five to six people; grapple yarders need only 

' Jeny Lembcke and Wilüem M. Tadîam, One Union in W d :  A Po(ihd History dthe lntemaliorrel 
W-em of Amka (BC: Harbaur Publishi, 1984). 

For a deteilad h i i  of al1 aie techmiogical changes in forestry see Ken Dnrshka and Hannu 
K d n e n ,  Tmks in the Forsst The Evduth of Logging Mechinery (Hehhki, Finland: riberjack 
Gioup Oy, 1997). See al80 Richerd A. Rajah, ckamfüq the Pacifie Rab famt Pi#I&, 
Sckncs, and RegiilebYw, (Vancouim: UBC P m l  1998). 
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crews of two or three people.'' The introduction of the feller buncher also had 

consequences for the workers. As Marchak points out, "Felling and bunching, 

for example, are now done by operators in mobile machines. One machine driver 

c m  log far more trees in a rnoming than the skilled faller of the past could have 

done in several days, and the driver never leaves his cab."12 

The workers in the forestry industry have been devastated by the changes 

and it clearly is not because production slowed down. Since 1980 production 

has increased Mile employment has decreased in logging, sawmills and planing 

mills, and pulp and paper rnills. By 1995 employment in logging had decreased 

by 23 per cent from 1980 and production had increased by 21 per cent. In 

sawmills and planing mills employment had dropped by 18.8 per cent and 

production had increased by 18.7 per cent. Pulp and paper mills experienced 

similar trends: 18.8 per cent of the labour force had been cut and production had 

increased 22.7 per cent between 1980 and 1994.13 Clearly it would difficult to 

biame environmentalists for these types of numbers. However, blaming 

environmentalists ailows the companies to play a game of bait and switch 

between workers and environmentalists. The companies say the 

environmentalists are to blarne for the loss of jobs while the environmentalists 

incite the workers by blockading them from eaming a living, leaving the 

'' For a deîailed eqhnation of the fow major types of yardii - ground based, cabie, balkon, and 
halicopter - see Scisnafic Panei for SusEainebk Forest Pracüces in Clayoqud Sound, Suslainable 
8005ystm M e n m n t  in CIayoclluot Sound: Ranning and fhdkes Raport 5 (Viictoria: Clayoqwt 
Scientific Panei, 1995), 91-1 17. 

12 M. Patiicia Marchak, Scott L. Aycock and Oeborah M. Herbert Faihhm: Fm& Pd& in BMkh 
Cdumbie (Vamuvec David Suzuki Fowidation and Ecobust Canada,l999) 102. 

l3 Marchak, Aycock and Herbert Faikhwn, 1û4-105. The raw empbyment data of StaWh Chneda 
fmwhichtheses&tisacsarad«ived~contairihdinAppend0cCofFdMown197-199. 



cornpanies relatively unscathed. This takes the focus off real issues such as 

overproduction, technological changes, and capitalist imperatives to increase 

production and profits and cut costs, such as labour. 

Attempts had been made More to work out the issues between loggers 

and environmentalists without confiict. The Tin Wis Coalition was formed in 

1988 with the intention of bringing workers, environmentalists, and First Nations 

together to talk about their interests. This was done by recognizing the 

membership of the three groups wiere not mutually exclusive. The models 

discussed and advocated in these forums were worker-oriented solutions, 

meaning solutions that were about employment, safety, and sustainability, not 

company profits. Solutions wre largely based on the decentralkation of forestry 

operations and community control over the means of pr~duction.~' The source of 

the conflict was seen as an economic system that valued profit over workers and 

the environment. The Tin Wis participants comrnitted themselves 

to develop and implement the rnechanisms for Native people, trade 
unionists, environmentalists, wornen, youth and others to work 
together on a regional basis to resolve resource development and 
environmental issues and conflicts and to further the process of 
developing a "peoples" alternative to the policies of the present 
go~ernment.~~ 

Unfortunately this would not happen and workers would be exctuded from 

decision-rnaking in the conflict over Clayoquot Sound. 

Environmental writer Michael M'gonigle has expanded on these kind of 

I4 EAyn W. Pinkerton, 'CeManagement Effwts as Social Moments: The Tin Wis Coalition and the 
Drke for Forest Pracüces LegWtaüon in BC' Abmatives 19(3), T h  W i  Coaiiîii. Forest Stewardsh~ 
Act, Draft Modal Legidetiori of the Fomtry Wakiing Group, Vancoirrer, BC. 

I5 mNew CatelysZ, 21. 



solutions in the book Forestopa, a blueprint for value-added logging and a 

made in BC solution to the years of conflict be-n workers, environmentalists, 

and the industry. He does this by recognizing that the interests of workers is in 

sustainable forests, livable communities, and control over the work process and 

their livelihoods. When solutions are frarned with workers included and indeed 

integral to solving the problem of environmental degradation then the 

confrontation between workers and environmentalists can be bridged. Hovuever, 

it must be noted that M'Gonigle and Parfitt stop short of an historical materialist 

or class analysis, taking more of a community ownenhip approach that involves 

workers but glosses over class stratification in resource ~ornmunities.'~ Their 

point, however, rernains - it is possible to link the struggle of loggers and 

environrnentalists, and conflicts between the two are neither desirable nor 

inevitable. 

While the conflict rnay not have been inevitable it is indeed what came to 

the forests in 1993. Greenpeace entered into an ongoing conflict over old 

growth logging in Clayoquot Sound on the west coast of Vancouver Island when 

the discussion was over and the confrontation had begun. In the wntext of the 

yean of protest surrounding other old growth stands such as the Tsitika, the 

Stein Valley, the Walbran, and within Clayoquot Sound itself, particularly Meares 

Island, the NDP govemment put foward a land use plan for Clayoquot Sound on 

13 April 1993.17 Under the plan, called the Clayoquot Sound land use decision, 

'' M i  M'Goniiie and Ben Parfii, ïumhpia: A PmcW Guide to the New Forest Ecumny 
(Madeira Park, BC: Harbour PuMishing, 1994). 

l7 O n i  of the Premier, 'Clayoqwt Decision Balances Environmental, Ecomic and Social vakies' 
Nemr Reiease (Vi ir ia,  Province of BC, 13 Aprii,1993). 



44.7 per cent was designated for commercial timber use under the label "general 

integrated management." The plan alsa called for 33.4 per cent of the region to 

be protected from logging in 'protected areas," and 17.6 per cent was ta be a 

speciat management area broken into three categories: recmation, 1.1 per œnt; 

wildlife, 1.3 pet cent; and scenic midors, 15.2 per œnt.1° This land use plan 

had its origins in a task force put together under the Social Credit regime in 

1989.18 The Socreds had formed an e k e n  mernber task force whose mandate 

was to find compromises for land use in Clayoquot Sound that satisfied al1 the 

stake holders. The task force was unable to mach an agreement, and by October 

1989, it had been disbanded, with reccimmendations for a steering cornmittee 

with more mrnbers and broader representation to take up the ta&. The ne* 

attempt was the Clayoquot Saund Development Steering Cornmittee that had 

repfesentatives h m  the logging industry, environmentalists, tourist operators, 

and first Nations? Talks went on for over a year and a half until the 

environmental representatives walked out because togging ccintinued while they 

met. The government had decided to have a separate panel composecl of 

Ministry of Environment and Ministry of Forests representatives to decide where 

logging could occur, white the Steering Cornmittee met. Failing to mach 

" M o n g p e c i f i c a R y a m t m ~ f m t h s W h a h . N u l t h t r b a l C o u n c i Z t h c C E ~ d P o R  
Aibarni, the D i  of Toiino. aie Vbge! of Ucludet, the R e g W  D i  of A ~ L C l a y o q u a t  and 
mpmmhhs of aquacuâure. emiipmient, fishing, labour, mining, mail business, largs and maü 
fond campanies, six provincial min- and nnio federal -. 



agreement on this, the environmntalists left the cornittee in May of 1991. Th8 

tourism representative left in solidarity but was replaced by another toutism 

representati~e.~ The Steering Committee broke up with no f o m l  agreement, 

howewr, when the NOP formed government in 1991 they would use the 

information and wrk of bath the Task Force and the Steering Committee in their 

land use plan announced in 1993.= The Friends of Clayoquot Sound, who had 

walked out of the Socred talks, had put up btockades in 1992 but on a smaller 

scale than they wuld in 1993. Over the summer and fall of 1993 the protesis in 

the Sound would aventually attract more than 11,000 protestema 

In a series of confrontations over the surnmer of 1993, Greenpeace 

pursued a full preservaüonist agenda. Backing up the Friends of Clayoquot 

Sound and providing money, campaignen, and a formidable public relations 

machine, Greenpeace played a large part in bringing thousands of protesters 

Clayacluot Land Use Decision: 8aûgrwnd R e m  p.5. For an interesüng anaiysii of the actuel 
c o r n u s  process ilseif see, D i  Lei@ Marie Macqueen, "Consensue Based OecisiwMiaking: The 
Ciayoquot Sotmâ Steering Cornmittee Process," MA ihesis, Simon Fraser Unhmdy, Bumaby, BC, 
1996. A h ,  Craig Darling, In Seenh d Consensw: An Evaluah d üm CIayaquot Saund Sustainable 
Devmmcrrnt Task Fanes P m s s ,  (Vidoria: Univweity of Vetoria lnstlute for O@ute Remlution, 
1991). 

" For more detaii about the raüoneie for aie decisions in the land use plan s e ,  Province of Brilisti 
Columbia, nie G m  d British Cdumbia Respmm to thb Commission on issourçes end 
Envimmeni's Wic Rsporf and Recommsndam Rsganiing lssuw Alijiiig F m  ifte CIayoquot 
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dacW Clayoqwt mem TimsJ-CaknM (i Novwnber 1992); Chai Burda, Fred Gale and Micheel 
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Micheal Chu~h, 'Commentary'; C M  Burda etal, 'Reply,' BC Studiss, 119 (1996), 45-82. 
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into the Sound. Over 800 people w r e  arrested, the largest number of persons 

ever arrested for social protest in Canada. The arrested have been canonized in 

the environmental movement as heroes. One book is dedicated solely to 

presenting a pictum of evety person arrested that summeP However, the roots 

of the problem w r e  not addressed. Worken were the target, not capital. David 

Peerla, a Greenpeace forest campaigner at the time, was uncomfortable with 

focus the on worûers and eventually left Greenpeace: 

I never wanted to put my campaign into direct conflict wiai labour, 
because I thought that was a false antagonim. So I never 
organized any direct civil disobedience which prevented workers 
from going to work in the forest.. . l was really confronting Mat  I saw 
as the fundamental opponent: narnely capital - the corporate 
sector? 

Unfortunately, class-consciousness was not the campaign plan or ideotogy that 

Greenpeace would take into the confrontation at Clayoquot Sound. 

The disparities between Tofino, the home of "Friends of Clayoquot Sound" 

and the base for environmental protest, and the logging community of Uduelet, 

are more than symbolic. In 1999 the average home in Tofino cost $235,000 

while the average in Ucluelet was $132,000. Tofino is a town of 1,283 people of 

whom only over 200 earn more than $50,000, while Ucluelet has 1,729 residents 

and only 90 people who make more than $50,000. Tofino currently has a 4.3 pet 

cent uneqloyment rate compared to Ucluelet's 15.6 pet cent? Adniittedly this 

*' Ron Maclssac and Anne Champagne eds., Clayoquot Mass Triels: ûehnding the R a M m d  
(&brida I&nd BC: New Society Puôiishefs, 1994). 
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illustrates difbrent income but not necessarily class. When w look other 

indicators, however, they heighten the contrast of the towns. In TofÏno 70 people 

wrk in prirnary industry; in Ucluelet, 155. Tofino has 30 people in 

manufachiring, Ucluelet 180. Tofino has 40 people in business services, 

Uduelet has none. Tofino has 110 people in management occupations, Uduelet 

80. The levels of education diwr substantially as well. This is not to imply that 

workers are less intelligent, only that it is more diffcult for the working class, 

particularly the poorer of the class, to attain higher education. In Tofino only 20 

people have less than a grade nine education, while the number in UcJuelet is 

t50. Tofino has 285 people who lack a high school diplorna; Ucluelet, 345? 

These statistics illustrate the working clas nature of Ucluelet, and the more 

middle class, or professional managerial class, nature of Tofino, the base of the 

Friends of Clayoquot Sound and Greenpeace and the blockades of 1993, 

Predictably, workers who lost their entire sumrners' income - paramount 

for seasonal workers - quickly mobilized in a backlash against the blockade. 

Over 5,000 people came from across BC to support the Clayoquot Sound 

strategy, and more specifically the logging community, in an event billed as 

"Ucluelet Rendezvous '93."" In counter-protest to the blockade, "200 litres of 

human excrement were dumped by the logging blockaders' information site."" 

Many environmental supporters would argue that this was merely industry- 

- - 
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backed prote~t .~ While the wrking class groups that sprang up around this 

time were often industry supporters, they raised valid mncerns that the 

environmentalists did not. One logger who had corne from Williams Lake to 

support the Ucluelet workers put it this way. "People in forest dependent 

cornmunities don't want to destroy the forests, as environmentalists daim. But 

they also want their children to be able to work in the forest industry if they want 

to? Unfortunately, industry supporters, such as the BC Forestry Alliance, 

wanted to blarne the environmentalists. The environmentalists were not the 

cause of rnost of the attrition of workers' jobs over the past three decades. 

However, it was in the companies' interest to lay blame on the environmentalists, 

and the environmentalists were not linking arrns with the workers to stop it. 

Instead, the environmentalists were denying those who still mnaged to be 

employed the chance to earn any mney that summr. 

Joyce Nelson blarned the IWA for "cutting a deal with corporate bosses? 

While it is true that IWA leader Jack Munro spent far too much time attacking 

environmentalists and not enough time fighting the companies, Nelson and 

others draw the wrong conclusions from this. Nelson is right in identifying 

Munro's leadership as problernatic but to rnove uncritically into the 

environmentalist camp because of this is short-sighted. Calls to replace th 

For a short summary on the Forest lndustry Lobby and shere grwps see Talk and Log, 3742. F u  
the s d i  tale of haiv the Vamouver Sun shut dami criacal camments on SHARE see K i  Gddberg, 
'M: How aie Vancouvw Sun Bacama a Biack Hole For Envinmncntal Reporüng' in W m  to 
WWmoss: The Clayoquot Sound Andhdagy Haward B m H d h a m  etal d s .  ( V B ~ K X U N ~ ~ .  Arsenal 
Pulp Press,1994) 34-41. 
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leadership of the IWA would be tempting but also short-sighted. Neither the 

environmental movernent nor the leadership of the IWA can strike the forest 

campanies where it hurts, at the site of production. Only the rank and file 

wrkers can do this, with or without the mperation of their leadership. This is 

what is missing in the critique of the unions and of share groups. The easy thing 

to do is dismiss Jack Munro and embraœ Greenpeace, but neither of these 

choices lead to a strategy that works for the working class. 

Des Kennedy, a Clayoquot defender, takes a position that at first seems 

sympathetic to working clam issues but quickly degenerates into anti-working 

dass rhetoric. Kennedy criticizes Share groups as "existing to protect capital, 

not workers? Unfortunately, he sees average workers as dupes who are 

"caught in a vortex they do not understand" while "the more gullible among them 

are easy prey for professional manipulators.* In contrast, he argues, "the 

campaign to Save the Clayoquot rainforest is a classic example of non-violent 

civil disobedienœ. Participants maintain a friendly, open, and respecfful attitude 

towards loggers, police, and company of fi ci al^."^^ Kennedy basically outlines a 

classic new social rnovernent argument for vertical integration. Like many new 

social movement theorists, Kennedy insults the workers' intelligence, then 

contrasts them with the benevolent cross-class environmental group that h a m  

no one. 

33 ûes Ken-, 'Forest Indudry Using Share to Dupe its Wwlrersm W m  to WC7demttss: ï3e 
Claycc7ud Sound Anthdogy. Howard Bmn-Needham etal eds. (Vancouver. Arsenal Pu@ 
Press, 1 W), 1 56. 
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Another pro-environrnentalist writer rehashed the story of Jack Munro's 

sellout of Operation Solidarity in the 1980s noting, "Although it looked and felt 

like a grass r#ts movement, Solidarity was funded and controlled by the trade 

unions."" Solidarity was a 1983 coalition between many new social movement 

groups and trade unions to oppose regressive Socred legislation.j7 The idea that 

Solidarity was not grassroots because of union funding is a curious argument. 

There are not many options for funding political protest. If the iunding is to corn 

h m  the grassroots then it would have to corne from donations from workers, or 

the professional managerial class, and not corporations or governrnent. So the 

argument that a grassroots movement is suspect if funded by unions does not 

make sense as unions are funded by the workers. It is unclear what an 

alternative funding mode1 would look like. While unions are not inherently 

democratic at least they work on a mode1 of "one mernber, one vote," wtiich is 

more democratic than the 'one member, no vote" policy of Greenpeace. It should 

also be noted that it was the workers who were taking the risk in Solidarity. By 

walking out of work for the day for rallies, or going on strike like aie teachers did, 

they were taking risks with their livelihood. Other actions outside of the work 

place, such as those taken by Greenpeace, do not endanger one's employment. 

While Jack Munro is assuredly not a role mode1 for working class 

resistance, neither Greenpeace nor Friends of Clayoquot Sound offered a 

tenable alternative for workers. Environmentalists condemn workers but miss 

WHness to Wi/tknms: 7'he CIayo~lud Sound Anlhdogy 
Howard Ëmr tkdham etal eds. ( v a k  Anenal Pulp Press,1994), 1 SIS. 
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the point that while worken may need a better defence against capital than an 

unaccountable labour leader the environmental movement offers far less than 

their union in terms of solutions. In other words the worker versus environmental 

argument used by industry and some labour leaders is wrong but 

environmentalists use the same type of argument as a tool to bypass real 

cooperation with the working class. 

Greenpeace had also ignored Native land claims when setting up a 

blockade of Clayoquot sound without permission or consultation with the Nuu- 

Chah-Nulth peoples. Nelson Keitlah, CO-chairman of the Nuu-Chah-Nulth central 

region Chiefs, stated, "We feel put off by people coming here who literally have 

nothing at stake. We are trying to create a better understanding and a new way 

of logging." For its part Greenpeace accused the forest companies of buying 

Nuu-Chah-Nulth support with promises of shared logging revenues? This is 

similar ta the way environmentalists dealt with workers. If they opposed 

Greenpeace, workers were labeled dupes or corporate lackeys. In that way their 

mal concerns, such as their future employment, could be ignored. 

The way in which Greenpeace sought to settle the dispute illustrates the 

Ehrenreichs' theory of Professional Managerial Class radicalism in action. The 

focus was on scientists and other experts, providing a solution. Workers were 

not given expert status and were not involved in the solution at Clayoquot 

Sound. In the final analysis, despite its avowals of being beyond class interests, 

Greenpeace quickly chose to side with employen against workers. 

As the protests eventually died down, Greenpeace spent the next year in 

38 Vancouw Sun 22 June. 1996. 



a public relations war with the govemment and the BC Forest Alliance. 

Accusations were thrown back and forth al1 the way to Europe. The BFltish 

Columbia government sent diplornatic groups over to show how the forest 

practices in BC were improving h i l e  Greenpeace and other environmental 

groups sent their members to counter the govemment's spin? This was not 

new, as the govemment and protest groups had both traveled to Europe to 

present their cases before. lt had, howiever, become the tactic of choice for both 

groups after the confrontation in the sumrner of 1993.' This put the power over 

what would happen further away from the rank and file worker. The debate was 

no longer even accessible to them. It also moved Greenpeace further away from 

any alliance with the working class as their protest continued to focus on the 

site of consumption not production. 

The scientific panel continued to meet and issued its findings the same 

year. On Thunday 6 July 1995, the BC forests minister, Andrew Petter, and the 

environment minister, Elizabeth Cull, announced the New Dernocratic Party 

government had accepted al1 of the 127 recommendations by the scientific panel 

on Clayoquot Sound." The principle recommendations included deferring 

Globe and Mail, 'Harcourt Cha- Gfmpesem 2 Februaiy 1994; 'BC ads Fi iM Greenpaaeem 
Glabs and MM 11 Febrwry, 1994. 'BC Farest gmps me& it match" &oh and #aii 30 March,lW. 
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logging until inventories of pristine areas had been done; reducing the annual 

allowable cut in the atea, clearcuts reduced to four hectares; and conducting 

biological and cultural inventories to aid ecmbased planning. Greenpeace was 

satisfied and agreed to cal1 off its boycott of Macmillan Bloedel products. There 

was quiet in the woods for a while. 

True to its class interests the denouement of the story sees Greenpeace 

embrace wrporate capitalism and repd the worken. In June of 1999 

Greenpeace announcd that it would parbier wiai Macmillan Bloedel to do the 

public relations work for its new logging methods in Clayoquot Sound. In 

exchange for MacMillan Bloedel respîing the Clayoquot Sound scientific 

panel's recomrnendations h m  1995, Greenpeace would partner with Mac B1o to 

market its products. This was not a workerlgreen alliance. It was a meeting of 

two corporations: Greenpeace and MacMillan Bl~edel .~ 

That Greenpeace was not making an effort to deal with workers in aie 

forests or their union should not be a surprise as they wre attempting to bust 

ttwir union at the same t i m  in Toronto. In June of 1993 headlines awoss 

Canada brought Greenpeace's intemal conflic3 to public attention. The front 

page of the Ottawa CBen read, "Greenpeace at War with Itself." The next day 

it was on the Canadian Press nwwire and in newspapers across Canada. At 

issue was Greenpeace's attempt to break the union that had been fomied by 

staff in the Toronto head office of Greenpeace Canada. The Greenpeace staff 

union fil& a amplaint with the Ontario labour relations board accusing 

V a m r  Sun, WB, e d a m e W k  agree to pad an Ciayoquot bgging' 16 Junc 1999 pA3 
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Greenpeace of "bargaining in bad faith, using layoffs and other threats to 

intimidate union members, and of systemic discrimination against women and 

racial minorities.* 

The newspaper reports focused on the allegations that Greenpeace was 

not using a large enough percentage of donations to go towards campaigns. 

This is not an insignificant issue. According to a leaked report Greenpeace was 

spending over 90 per cent of their money eamed through donations on 

administration, not on campaigns. The spokesperson for Greenpeace admitted 

as much.' The fact that Greenpeace was not being honest about where its 

money was going reflects the unaccountable, undernocratic nature of the 

organization. However, it does not tell the mole story. In the mainstream 

newspapers the story was about where Greenpeace was putting its money; what 

they avoided was the class issue. The story was a way to bash Greenpeace 

without su pporting the workers. 

What was underreported were the anti-union tactics Greenpeace was 

employing. This story came out in the alternative press when Bruce Livsey 

exposed the issue in the pages of Canadian Dimension. Greenpeace stafïers 

fomied a union, the Toronto Greenpeace Staff Association, in Decernber of 

1992. Soon after, union organizers and union supporters began to be harassed 

and laid off. Two of the union organizers, Stan Gray and Gord Perks were laid 

off. They daimed the layoffs were "a smokescreen for union bu~ting."~ Anottier 

" 'Greenpeace Caneda ai war wiîh iîsdi' Offawa Ciüzen 9 June 1993, Canadiin Press, 'Greenpeace 
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stafïer Andrea Ritchie stated that she %as laid off as part of the 'restructuring' 

that led to the lay-off of al1 campaign staff involveci in organizing the union." In 

September of 1993 a Greenpeace wrker who was a rnember of the union 

executive was fired without just cause. She was reinstated only after an appeal 

to the Ontario labour relations board ruted in the union's favour. It was after this 

incident that the union memben went public. It also was revealed that 

Greenpeace had hired an anti-union law fim, Mathews, Dinsdale and Clark, 

best known as a defender of corporate polluters. They had, for example, 

defended Varnicolor Chernicals on a charge of illegally dumping toxic waste. 

Greenpeace hired Mathews, Dinsdale and Clark to bust the union and paid over 

$100,000 to the fim. It was the use of membership money to bust a union rather 

than support environmental campaigns that brought up the issue of budgeting 

pri~rities.~ One lawyer, Brian Iler, who had worked with and supported 

Greenpeace, decided to cut his relationship with Greenpeace because of its 

union-busting campaign. His letter bears repeating: 

As you are aware, I have been increasingly uncornfortable with 
Greenpeace management's appmach to labour relations, and its 
apparent willingness to devote massive resources desperately 
needed by campaigns (and which wre donated to Greenpeace in 
the expectation they would be used for campaigns) to oppose the 
legitimate and legal rights of your Toronto employees to forrn a 
union and to negotiate a collective agreement. I r e m  absolutely 
the defense that management had no alternative. Heavy-handed 
finngs and refusal to accept senicirity and other provisions 
absolutely standard in collective agreements indicate to me that 
management has indeed chosen the anti-union path." 

)6 L i ,  'The Onan Giant,' 7-12 
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Although the anti-union ta& of Greenpeace came as a surprise to Bruce 

Livsey and lawyer Brian Iler, Greenpeace had always been indifferent or hostile 

to the interests of the working class. Ironically, the union-busting came at a time 

when it appeared Greenpeace was attempting to break with its past and move in 

a more pro-worker, pro-labour dimon. 

Greenpeace had hired union activist San Gray in 1990 to work in a 

coalition with labour groups. Gray played a large role in creating the Green 

Work Alliance in 1991. His background wuld legitimately be called strange and 

varied. He received a Ph.D. in politics at Oxford and held a teaching post at 

McGill from 1967-1970. He was a rnember of the socialist pro-independence 

group Front de liberation popuIake and was fired ftom McGill and intemed for 

three weeks during the FLQ crisis of 1970. He then suddenly left Montreal and 

ended up in Hamilton, Ontario, working at Westinghouse after k ing  blacklisted 

from teaching. Gray worked there for ten years and was a workers' advocate on 

the health and safety cammittee." At the time he was hired by Greenpeace, 

Stan Gray was running a union-funded health and safety centre called the 

Ontario Workers' Health Centre. His pet project at Greenpeace, The Green 

Work Alliance, was a coalition of environmental groups and union and labour 

activists whose slogan was, "Green Jobs Not Pink Slips." Gray, a key organizer 

of the unionizing effort at Greenpeace, was fimû allegedly due to restructuring. 

Then Greenpeace pulled out of the Green Worlc Alliance. 

Gray continued to promote green-worker alliances. In an article entitled 

'' Biü Freeman, 'Re-enter Stan Gray" Ow Gtmrmbon 16 (lm), 30-34. 
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"Labour's Environmental Challenge," he argues that environmental issues must 

continue to be on unions' negotiating table. Citing how the NDP gwernment in 

Ontario under Bab Rae had rejected key clauses in the Ontario environmental 

Bill of Rights, which would have given workers the right to refuse work th& 

pollutes, and prevented the establishment of workplace environmental 

cornmittees, Gray notes that, "The special commission that drafted the bill was 

composed of business and environmentalists, but no labour reps. Not 

surprisingly, it recommended no new rok or protections for lab~ur."~ 

The atbitudes of Greenpeace towards labour would corn to ligM in a very 

public fashion. At the Canadian Labour Congress convention in January 1994, 

executive director of Greenpeace Canada Jean Moffat stated, "Greenpeace has 

aIways worked with labour.w51 This enraged labour activist and former 

Greenpeace remarcher Andrea Ritchie who 

leapt to her feet to chastise Moffat, telling the crowd about 
Greenpeace's attempts to bust the environmental organitation's 
Toronto staff union, using an infamous management-side law fim 
to conduct first contract negotiations, and firing or laying off 
supporters.= 

Ritchie made her comnents 'to point out the irony of Greenpeace 

speaking on building labour-environmental alliances given its political and 

intemal track record? In fact, Greenpeace's record is not surprising when one 

considers the dass position of its founders and leadership. Its actions and 
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ideology are a close diedion of the interests of the professional managerial 

dass for a chan environment within the exploitative system of capitalism. For 

the professional managerial class, no less than capitalists, depends on the 

exploitation of wrkers. 



Chapter 4 

Conclusion: A Return to Class 

New social movements have largely discounted the working class as a 

means to change, however, none of the so called new social movements aetuaily 

share a united theory or analysis. New social movernents are diverse, 

fragmented, and often at odds with each other. Ironically, this is exactly the 

criücism leveled against Marxists and socialists to argue that the working dass 

does not exist. Unlike new social movement thecirists, however, I am not 

arguing that new social mvements do not exist, only that if new social 

movernent theorists applied their reasoning consistently they would have to 

conclude the same thing about their own privileged movements. New social 

movemnt theorists' assertions that the working dass is irrelevant do not hold up 

to historical case studies or the actual lived experienœ of political rnovernent 

action, as 1 have illustrated in the case of Greenpeace. The theory has failed to 

prove how radical social change can be achieved without overcoming the 

historical divisions of capitalism. As well, their daims to represent society's 

interests in a classless manner are contraâicted by their own actions that pit 

them against the worlting dass. 

In the case of Greenpeace, rather than deal with clam issues in a 

meaningful way, Greenpeaœ asks workers to forgo their identity as members of 

the working dass and cdlapse it into the vague, universal appeal of 

environrnentalist. This encourages a vertical identification that ignores class 

stratification. Environrnentalists are coded as fighting for the interests of al1 of 

humanity, acting out of altruism, not dass interest. Working class activists and 

militants in new social rnovements are encourageci to idenüfy wiai the upper and 



middle classes within their mwement in a vertical identification rnodel, instead of 

seeking horizontal identifications mai others in their class. This is cteariy 

noticeable when a blockade occurs on a logging road: the people stopping 

loggers from entering the woods are encouraged to identify as environmentalists, 

in opposition to the workers. Despite existing class stratification within the group 

of protesters, the goal is for al1 of them to identify together, cross-class, in order 

to view the wrker as other. 

The theory and practice of new social movernents encourages cross-dass 

collaboration and discourages organization based on the working class. This 

presents an enormus prciblem for a rneaningful attack on capitalism's 

exploitation of labour and the environment, and cornes in a period in which class 

stratification has becorne more, not less, pronounced. The affluence of the post- 

war compromise virtually disappeared in the 1970s and the plight of the working 

class has only worsened over the past few decades. Jobs that once were 

considered temporary part-time jobs for teens and university students such as 

retail sales and fast food are bewming permanent for a large section of the 

sewice sect0r.l 

Despite daims of classlessness, there is a class war going on and 

currently the capitalists are winning. As James Laxer comments, "Today's ciass 

war is not hidden - althouoh it is rarely named for what it is."* This class war 
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should not be difficult to n a m  considering the efiects of capitalism's success are 

measurable and demonstrable? Class divisions are increasing at the same time 

that activists and acadernics are paying less attention to them. James Laxer 

shows how when companies lay off worken in restructuring programs their 

profits often go up.' In one case, Victor Young, the CE0 of Fishery Produds 

International Ltd., won the Finamhl Thes CE0 of the year award and the paper 

explaineci part of his success came fram the fact that, "neariy three of every four 

FPI ernployees - more than 6,000 - in al1 were laid While the working class 

is falling into poverty the capitalist class is enriching itself. 

It must be stressecl that one does not have to be unernployed or on 

welfare to feel the effects of increasing dass stratification. In Manitoba, almost 

half the children in poverty w r e  in families where at hast one parent was 

working full tirne? Real wages in Canada have lost over 50 per cent of their 

purchasing power over the past twenty five years.' The consequenœs of this 

Mare than one out of fnre children in Canada w m  living in povedy in 1995. This is an increase of over 
5 per cent, from 15.8 per cent in 1980 to 21 per œni in 1995; thii means that one million four hwidred 
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attack on woricers has tangible effects for the increasing number anected, from 

shorter life spans, increased disease, to a lack of opportunities which are 

afforded to the walthier in society.$ Unfortunately, at a time when the working 

dass could have benefited from mass organizing it was being tom apart by 

single issue groups that claimed class was not an essential point of organization. 

While new social rnovements and identity politics have abandoned class, 

often the working class has advanced the interests of al1 members within it, 

including wornen and ethnic minorities, as well as working on many issues that 

the new social movement theorists and activists believe only they are capable of 

solving. In the early part of the twentieth century the Industrial Workers of the 

Worid (IWW) was advancing an agenda that was in many ways far ahead of its 

time. Star Rosenthal notes that the IWW "advocated both the organization of 

Asiatics and the active participation of wmen as leaders and rnernber~."~ One 

prominent &male mernber of the IWW had a counter-argument formulated to 

single issue politics as eariy as 1915. In a newspaper article titled "The IWW 

Cal1 to Women," Elizabeth Gurley Flynn wrote, 

To us miety moves in grooves of class, not sex. Sex distinctions 
affect us insignificantly and would less, but for economic 
differences. It is to those wrnen who are wage eamers, or wives of 
woricers, that the IWW appeals. We see no basis in fact for feminist 
mutual interest, no evidence of natural "sex confli&, nor any 

a h an introdudion to povwty in Carda, the Canadin Councl on Sociel Devekpment slates: 'ln 1991, 
the high schooi dtopout rate for children from poor farnilkb was 2.5 times that for chiirem frorn non- 
p r  famiiii The chi# mortality rate C twice 88 high among familks at the kwest income levd as it b 
among families at aie highast kvel. 'Chi  & Farniiy Canaâa: An Introduction to Poverty in Canada,' 
Ths Cenedian Fact Badt on PovedyI h#pJ/ ww.dc-efc.caldoca/00000323.Mm and 'Highlights,' The 
fmgms  dCenede's CMren, 1997, http:IEmmn.~.calpcc97hl.Mm 

Star Roseri(hel, 'Union Maids: Organized Women Workers in Vancouver 1 ~OO-l9lS,' in BC Studms, 
Sl, (1979), 38. 



possibility - nor present desirabitity - of solidarity arnong women 
alone. The success of our program will benefit mrrkers, regardless 
of sex, and injure al1 who, without effort, draw profits for a 
liveli hood ."'O 

Workers' advocacy for the rights of al! workers regardless of particular 

"identities" of skill, ethnicity, race, or gender was not limited to a brief period in 

the 1900s. Social unionism and community unionism is a reoccurring theme 

throughout North Arnerican working class history. Steven Penfold points out the 

importance of community mbilization and participation in Cape Breton mal 

towns in the 1920s: 

Strike activity is viewed not as centred primarily in the workplace, 
but as a process of community mbilization. There is ample reason 
to adopt such a definition of strike activities in the case of the Cape 
Breton coalfields, since it was not just workplace but the entire 
community that was ... ' b e s i w  by wage cuts, the presence of 
troops, and company and provincial poliee.ll 

This is an important consideration when discussing the working class. While 

there is much debate about the difference between public and private spheres 

and how gender roles prescribe who acts and how in these realms, debates 

focused on gender alone can sometimes los8 sight of how the working class 

cornes together in defence of their mutual dass interests. As Penfold continues, 

"The domestic labour of wmen constituted one of the foundations of class 

struggle in the mal comrnunities, and working-class women raised both their 

'O ElPabsth Gurley Fiynn, 'The IWW Call to Women (1915); in Rosaiyn Fraaâ BamndaM, ed., Words 
on Fire: 730 iive and andng of EIkaMh Gurlsy Flynn (Nm Bninnniek and London:Rutgers Univeisity 
Press, 1987), 104. 

" Stem Penfold, 'Haw Yw No Manhaod in Yw? Gender and C h  in the Cape Breton Coal T m ,  
1920-1926,' G& and History in Cericrde, Joy Parr and Mark Rossnfe# eds. (farwito:Copp Clark 
Ltd., 1996), 271. 



voices and their fists in the name of their class ~ommunity."~~ 

The working class was also waging environmental struggles long before 

Greenpeace was founded. In fact, class based groups have been stniggling for 

healthy, dean working environments at the site of production for more than a 

century. The struggle over parkland on Deadman's Island in Vancouver is an 

example of early environmental advocacy by Canadian workers.13 In the United 

States of America, the Workers Health Bureau was formeci by labour activists in 

1921 to "research in adjunct to the union rnovement for health and saf8ty."14 The 

Bureau put forward a program that integrated labour and the environment with 

the understanding that, "Heahh is an industrial and dass pr~blern."'~ The United 

Steel Workers of America supported environmental initiatives in the 196ûs and 

1970s and even negotiated health and safety language into their oonttacts. In 

one agreement with the U.S. Steel mmpany plant in Clariton, Pennsylvania the 

steehrkers negotiated engineering controls that limited carcinogenic emissions 

from the coke ovens.16 These examples illustrate how workers exercising power 

at the point of production transcends what Greenpeace might see as narrow, 

l3 The Deadman's lsland stniggk tadr place for a number of yean, 1887-1999 and the Vancornier 
Twdes and Labour Councii originaity supportad it being M as parkland. For dc(aig of thii s8e Mark 
Leief, R d  Fleg~ and Red Tape, 58-61. For more on aih hbow movement and amiiromient at ais tum 
of the œntury in Vancouver see R O M  A.J. McDonaîâ, 'Hoty Rabeat or Practicai Bnething Spot? 
Class Perceptionrr of Vancowef's Stanky Park, 1910-1913,' Cenadian Histon'cel Rwmw 64 (19#), 
127-53. 

" Robert Gattaeb, Forcing the Spting: 7718 TmnstbrmatEan of Ihe AmerFcen Envi- Mownmnt 
(Washington M=:lsland Press, 1993), 69. 

'' GOttliCb, Forcing the Spring, 272. 



economistic, class interests. 

There are similar examples throughout Canadian labour history. Jeny 

Lembcke and William M. Tattam point out in their book, One Unbn in Wood, that 

under Communist editorship the IWA's paper, the T i m b e ~ r k e r ,  
opposed clearcutting of forests and log exports and promoted 
reforestation and conservation in the 1940s - three decades before 
Greenpea~e."~~ 

The Timbemrker's position makes sense, for if workers stand to lose when 

technologies for faster, more profitable, and less environmentally sound logging 

are implemented, of course they also lose when the environment ~ollapses.~" 

During the time of ascendancy for new social mvements, unions were 

actively fighting for environmental issues. In her article 'Greening the Canadian 

Workplace: Unions and the Environment," Laurel Sefton MacDowell notes that 

throughout the 1970s and 1980s, as unions increasingly brought 
occupational health and safety matters to the bargaining table, the 
number of strikes over such issues increased, and unions allocated 
more staff, time, and money to reducing workplace hazards and 
disease.lg 

MacDowell presents a long list of such stniggles. A good example of this 

occurred in 1970, when construction workers, hired to build a new mine for the 

company Utah of the Arnericas on northem Vancouver Island, called for a 

l7 Jcny Lembcke and W i i i i i  M. Tattam, One Union m W: A Po(itnal Hisiory of the hlsmatimai 
WooIhvwkbrs of Amn;Ca (BC:Harbour Publishing, 1984). 

" For a brief hiwtaiy on the IWA and emhmmM8diuism d h membeni see Chapier 6 of Andrew 
Neufeid and Andrew Pamaby, Ths M(14 in Cm&: fha L i b  and Thes of an lndwbiel Unkm 
(Vancornisr.RNA CanadaMw Star Books, 2000). 

l9 L a m l  Sefton MacD<mdl, 'Greening ihe Canadian Wakpiace: Unions and the Enviment,' 
S~tainabiliîy the Chalbge: Po@, Pomw anà iim Envi- L. Anders Sandberg mi M e r  
Sdin eds.. (MMitreel:Biack Rose ûooûs, 1998), 168. 



hearing into the ecological effeds of their construction project even if it meant 

losing their jobs? In another instance the International Chemical Worken Union 

went out on strike against the John-Manville Co. Ltd. in Toronto over asbestos in 

their work environment. These are not actions of people who do not care for the 

environment. Nor are they actions that Greenpeace could take, as they do not 

work at the site of production, or make credible attempts to have working 

relations with those who do. Herein lies the crux of the problem. 

The logic of capitalism is antithetical to environmental preseruation. 

Greenpeace's anti-working class poiîtics have alienated the very class that has 

the power to challenge capitalism's inherently destructive practiœs. Marx 

understood this over 150 years ago when he wrote that the bourgeoisie chased 

over the globe to constantly expand their markets and search for raw rnaterial~.~ 

The result of this search for constant expansion are industries that, "no longer 

work up indigenous raw material, but raw material drawn from the remotest 

zones."= This is essentially a description of globalization and workers do not 

benefit from this process. Richard Douthwaite challenges the idea that grwvth 

benefits workers in his book The Gmwth I/lusion. Douthwaite succinctly tackles 

myths about the benefits of gr&, arguing that as profits have gone up for 

industrialists wages have gone down for worlcers, this has been accompanied by 

an inevitable destruction of the environment that results from rampant 

'O Barry Culhane and Robin Harger, 'Envirament Vs. Jobs,' Csnedian Dimension 9:s (1973), 49. 

'' Karl Mant and Friedrich Engels, ïhe CommLuiist MhmdWo, (New York:Penguin Books, 1985). 83. 

* Marx and Engsts, The Communist 83-04. 



While Marx did not live to see the full global expansion of capital he did 

offer remedies. Jonathan Hughes suggests that some of the solutions to the 

current situation lies with Marx's communist slogan, 'From each according to his 

ability, to each according to his needs."" This simple idea challenges 

overproduction, commodity fetishism, and the exploitation of surplus value of 

labour and environment for personal profit. Capitalism is not based on meeting 

the needs of the worid's population but on prodithg ftom exploiting labour and 

natural resources. This puts the interests of the capitalists in direct opposition to 

the interests of the working class and without class struggle this conflict can not 

be resolved. 

A more current manifestation of this conflict is the problem in a capitalism 

unfettered by national laws, standards, and accountability, which raises new 

challenges for the working class. M i l e  national struggles are not obsolete the 

transnational nature of capital increases their lack of accountability. 

Organizations such as the World Trade Organization and agreements such as 

the North American Free Trade Agreement and the Free Trade Agreement of the 

Arnericas give corporations the right to take a nation to court and force them to 

stop protecting the environment, or offering subsidies, or passing laws restricting 

Richard Douhaiie, The Gttnvth RMwr How Ecmmk Gnnvth has Enkhed the Few, 
I m p o v m  îtm Many end Endengsrsd îtm Plena (Gebrida Idand, B.C.:New Society Pubiishefs, 
1999) 

" Hughes d i  at hngth what Maoc W by Vig statement in hi Ctiüque d the Gdtre 
Programme and argues against anvir#msrdalis& intcrpntdion aiat the was a siaiement supporüng 
abundant growth by Economic and Philoeaphical mmmipb and &her works. For a fuH eqhaüon of 
thk see Jonathan Hughes, Ecdogy end H i d o t i d  k h k h m  (Carnbndge:Carnbridge Unnrersity Press, 
2000) particularly Chaptw 6 'CapitaCwn, SocWh and the Satisfaction of Needs,' 161-200. 



earporate rights? The working dass n d s  to mobilize on an international scate 

to deal with these threats. 

The problems of globalization have often been mt in the environmental 

movernent with proposais of global green solutions. Jirn Bohlen, a founding 

rnember of Greenpeace and on the Board of Directors up fiom 1983 until 1993, 

proposes a plan to implemnt a warld green government modeled on the UN. 

The plan encompasses Social Justice, Economic Equality, Environmental 

Protection, and Disarmament (SEED).= Regarding economic equality Bohlen 

notes that, 

prior to Rio [tg92 United Nations Conference on Environment and 
Developmnt held in Rio de 3anerioj I had not given much thought 
to the obvious fact that unless there was substantial improvement 
of the economic welfare of the poor in al1 nations, there would 
never be global ecosystem protection? 

Unfortunately his ideas on how to achieve economic equality do not accaunt for 

class relations or class antagonisms. 8ohlen attacks the problem as simply a 

change in priorities. Without any explanation of how it is to be accomplished 

Bohlen states, "1 blieve that a good portion of society, rich and poor, will 

ernbrace the policy shift? Cleariy this an Edealist view that depends on the 

sudden benevolence of capitalists agreeing to give up the control of the means 

of production, aieir profits, and stop the exploitation of labour and the earth's 

xi Jim eohien, Maihg Weues: The Ongnis anci Futum d G- (Montreal:B&dr Rose Books, 
2001). 12û-132. 



resources. Bohlen's formulation displays a classic new social movement theory 

fallacy that has class divisions magically erased through discourse and suggests 

that environmental sustainability will can be won by a fom of PMC radicalism 

and bestowed upon the workers without regard to the very real material conœrns 

of capitalists or workers. 

Unless one really believes that capitalists will just give up their power if 

asked in the right way then realistically only labour has the powr to pull the plug 

on global capital. ldeas on how to achieve this have been around for centuries. 

Over a century ago Michael Bakunin and the libertarian socialist wing of the 

International Workingmen's Association put forward a program for gender 

equality, equal distribution of land, autonomy, and an end to classes within a 

ciass stniggle frarnd9 Bakunin argued that any movemnt towards a truly 

egalitarian future can not occur outside of a class stniggle framwork. This is as 

true today as it was a century and a half ago. An excellent contemporary 

example of how this vision is k i n g  fought for was the activism of IWW member 

and Eanh First! organizer Judi Bari. In the late 1980s and early 1990s Judi Bari 

challengeci the radical environmental movement to address class issues by 

forging an alliance with the revolutionary syndicalism of the IWW. Bari was so 

successful that the FBI counter intelligence program, COINTELPRO, launched 

an attack against her Morts and likely bombed her car while she and fellow 

IWW/EF!er Daryl Cherney were driving to a demonstrati~n.~ More recently, in 

" For aie t d  of Bakunin's program see ' P m b l e  and Program of the Intemaaonal AlKanœ of the 
Socialist Democracy' reprinted in Bakunin: On AnemhEsm ed. Sam ihigoff (Montreal:B&dc Rose 
ûûûk~, lm), 426-428. 

For more on Judi Bari's ideas see Judi Bari Timber Wcus (MaheComman Courage Press, 1994). 
On î k  Fol's COINTELPRO op- me, Ward Chwchiil and J i i  Vander Wall, Agents d 
RaprsaJion: Fûl AItacks CM îhe B k k  Penihsrs and the Amwkan Indien M o v M  (Bosbn:Sorith End 



the spirit of the Baffle of Seattle, members of the IW and Earth First! joined 

forces to support striking sheet metal workers at Kaiser Aluminum in Washington 

state. Workers at Kaiser have been on strike since 1988 against the company 

owned by Charlie HuNuitz's Maxxam corporation, which also owns Pacific 

Lurnber the logging operation cutting the redwoods forests of California. The 

worker environmentalists organized a picket line, a flotilla picket and a banner 

hanging at the Port of Tacoma where $cab labour was to unload a shiprnent of 

ore. The ship was stopped h m  unloading and had to rernain in port for twenty- 

four days rather than the typical sevenm This kind of action and the efforts of 

some Earth Firsters! and the IWW show the potential for a truly class based 

struggle that addressed the interconnectedness of labour and the environment. 

However blunt, and perhaps 'unacademic," the EF! Report on the 

IWIEF!lSteelworker alliance brilliantly sums up the ideas in this thesis and the 

reasons why an enviro-worker alliance is logical: 'When you have one rich fuck 

such as Charles HuNvitz exploiting both his workers and the land, it's a natural 

coaliti~n."~ 

A coalition between workers and environmentalists is a necessary 

coalition if one wants to stop the exploitation of workers and the land. Hmver, 

the class interests and bias of the professional managerial class often inhibit 

Press, 1988). On the case against th FBI bmght by Judi Bari see 'Judi Bari Cwrt VioF/', Earth 
FiW! Joumel Yule 1997 and MIW Lacal No.lEarth F i !  'Who Bombeci Judi Bari" (Fort Bragg:Woôbty 
Buteau of lnveatigatiwi, no date). A b  sce ~:/Ammrv.monitor.natl-ban. 

" 'UnionlEF! A l i i i  Costs Hiawk Haif a Million,* Earth Firsî! Journal Vol.XVn/, No.lll Feù-Mar 
(Mgid), 1999. 

32 'UnMF! Alliance." 



such a coalition no rnatter how necessary it rnay be. New social rnovements are 

doomed to impotence and irrelevance as long as they ignore dass because 

class exploitation and environmental exploitation are sa integrally linked. To 

take on the ravages of capitalism it is necessary to understand that it is primarily 

about class exploitation. This does not mean tacism, sexism, or other 

oppressions are to be ignored but that they must be understood in a dass 

struggle frame. Capitalism is an equal opportunity exploiter and capitalists are 

more than happy not only to benefit from divisions within in the working dass but 

to help foster them. It can only work to capitalism's advantage if new social 

mwements aid in this division rather than join in the struggle for a united, strong, 

radical, international, working class movement. 
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